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Monda , November 10, 2003

www.UCFnews.com

Women's soccer wins thei.r third
straight A-Sun tournament.
-SEE SPORTS, B1

I
I

HUNGOVER

Take a journey with one of our staff
writers as he discovers his favorite beer.
-SEE LIFESTYLES, B6

Hickey: If dollars don't ·come'·expect c~p

Missteps by athletes also give rise to talk about teaching ethics
PATRICIA XAVIER
Senior Staff Writer

Enrollment may be capped
if the Florida Legislature fails
to subsidize the school's
. growth in the next budget
year, UCF Provost Terry
Hickey told the Faculty Senate
steering committee Thursday.
Although the issue ultimately will be dl:)cided by
· President John Hitt and' the.
Board of Trustees, Hickey told
faculty members that if UCF
does not get enrollment
growth money, he will recommend a cap for the 2004-05
school year.
If UCF was forced to cap

I Two more football players suspended enrollment, restrictions would
be evehly divided between
freshmen and transfer-level
students, he said.
"Those are always very difficult situations to deal with,"
Hickey told the faculty. "But
what people have to understand is that we ar~ dealing
with 6,000 students for which
we get no state funding and
we took a $4.5 million budget
cut. We cannot continue to
have the resources provided
to us by the state reduced, and
continue to oner all of the
services and courses we have

see Sports, 81

I

jn the past. It's just not possi-

ble." ·
Professor Diane Chase
agreed, saying that although
university growth and access
are important, the loss· of
funding should not tnterfere
with the quality of education
provided to the student body
at UCF.
"You're making a commitment when . you admit students to the university," Chase
said. "You .want to give them
the quality that they ask, so
you do:p.'t want to admit more
students and diminish the

.

quality
of
education.
Everyone's hopingthat doesn't happen."
· Naval Modani, vice chairman of the Faculty Senate,
said a number of his colleagues also have voiced concerns about · how budget
woes have led to increased ·
class sizes. He said capping
enrollment might help professors who. have been
unable to provide inst.ruction
at an individual level, which
he says has a direct ·effect on
the quality of education.
Hickey added that the'$4 ·
million he will credit from the
PLruE SEE

ATHLETES ON A4

•

ROB MELENDEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Faculty Senate Vice Chairman Naval Modani (right, with Senate Chairman Arlen Chase), suggested that student
athletes who have violated academic policies might benefit.if UCF created a program that taught ethics.

Religious·group
gets SGXs help
Battles helps fund
group's Africa trip
BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer

'I

The Mofo Dancers
(above, left), Macaviti
(above, right), and
Miss Deja performed
Wednesday at the
Pegasus Ballroom·
along with Carmella
Marcella Garcia, Susan
B. Whitney, Page King,
Cezanne and Nazhoni
as part of the "Diva
Invasion."

Drag show fills Union
with a capacity crowd
RACHEL BECK

Bisexual Student Union organized the
event, which included performances of
lip-syncing and dancing by some of the
More thlm a dozen college-aged men area's top drag queens.
stand in a single file line in front of a
The affair showcased several kinds of
stage, clutching dollar bills in their fists, routines. For the J3roadway fans, Susan
They eagerly wait to deposit the dollars B. Whitney and her suspender-clad backinto the sparkling gold bathing suit top up dancers performed to "Diamonds are
of a scantily clad woman. One man even a Girl's Best Friend." There also were
clenches the dollar between his teeth, numbers from the musical "Chicago,".
hoping to get closer to the bead-skirt- with five drag queens dressed provocaed beauty.
tively all in black, dancing behind bars to .
Sound.S about right, you may the "Cell Block Tango."
be thinking. College boys will
More contemporary acts il).cluded
be boys? Maybe, except in this club-style dancing to techno and hip-hop
case the woman these men are music.
.
ogling is not quite female. She's · One song was even inspirational.
a female impersonator named Page King, dressed conservatively ·comCezanne, and she's one of the pared to her fellow performers, wore long
local drag.queens participating black pants and a long-sleeved black
in the third annual Diva shirt with sparkly silver buttons. She
Invasion show at UCF.
annolll}ced during her set, "Hey world, I
Diva Invasion 2003 tOok am what I am."
place Wednesday night in the
Nazhoni, dubbed "the No. 1 club kid,,''
Pegasus Ballroom of the g-ave the most.interactive performance of
Student Union. The Campus the night. While Alanis Morissette's "You
Activities Board and the Oughta Know'' was playing in the backGay,
Lesbian ~and ground, Nazhoni gyrated through the
audience, giving lap dances to spectators. She pulled one man up onto the
stage with her and provocatively danced
with him 'While she took off his shirt and
threw it back into the audience.
Later in the set, she took a running
jump onto another male audience member, and while she was flying through the
a.if, her wig went flying in the opposite
• direction. She performed the rest of the
number, not with long, yvavy reddishblonde hair, but with short, balding
brown hair.
Perhaps even more impressiVe than
the acts were the performers' costumes.
The entertainers wore everything from
pink satin floor-length ball gowns to
black latex jumpsuits. Susan B. Whitney
even began her number in a gorilla suit.
The shocking ensemble worn by one
performer, Macaviti, included 2-foot-high
black spikes protruding from the top of
Staff Writer

PlfASE SEE STEAMY ON A4
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL RORIDA FUTURE

Rami Sad.rack came to the
SGA Senate meeting Thursday
needing $2,500. It was the difference between staying l!ome and.
buying plane tickets for his student religious group to go on a
mission to eastern Africa. The
answer he received was no that is, until SGA President
Brian Battles offered to fund
whatever the Senate wouldn't.
s'adrac~ bought the tickets that
night.
UCF's Orthodox Christian
Fellowship numbers about 60
students, which includes not

only Orthodox Christians but
also those of other beliefs, such
as Byzantine Catholics and
Roman Catholics. Five members
of the group will depart Dec, 13
for Kenya and Tanzania. Both
· countries have extremely low
per-capita gross domestic products, but the people of Tanzania
.are particularly poor - the
average Tanzanian makes $630
ayear. .
Both countries also fall under
an advisory by the U.S. State
· Department warning U.S. citizens of possible terrorist activities in the region. The warning
says there is "a credible threat
of terrorist attacks in East
Africa ... (and' a] threat to air- craft by terrorists using shoul. PLEASE SEE

PRESIDENT ON A2

Florida schools could get
unclaimed lottery money
Educational
Enhancement
Trust Fund, but unclaimed prize
money is not ordinarily a part of
A Florida Lotto winner's mis- those contJ.ibutions. Unclaimed
fortune could bring good luck jackpots typically are used to
this week to the state's universi- increase the value of prizes in
ties and community colleges.
other drawings.
Gov. Jeb Bush has until
Lottery officials who decided
Friday to sign a bill passed last · to give the prize money in this
month by the Legislature that . instance to the universities an
would steer an unclaimed $50 communitY colleges did so·after
million jackpot
Rep. Charlie Justice (D-St.
toward schools
Petersburg) introduced a bill
reeling .from the
requiring unclaimed wiD.nings to
affects of tight
be given to public schools. The
state spending.
bill on Bush's desk is an approFor .UCF in
priations measure that spells
particular, the
out the amount each school will
governor's · sig- ·
receive.
"I would not be surprised at
nature would Bush
put $591,375 in
all if there were another effort to
the bank
put some more money in," said.
Though the Lotto prize, Dan Holsenbeck, UCF's vice
worth $30.1 million in cash, president of university relations
could momentarily ease the and chief legislative lobbyist.
financial situation at those "It's a very popular idea with the
schools, it's a fraction , of the legislators and senators. If
~ money the state owes to those they've got on&time money like
same schools in matching this, it is a good way to use onegrants, and actually would serve time money."
as a partial payment of that
Holsenbeck said if Bush signs
debt.
the bill, UCF could get the money
Florida is currently $109 mil- in one to two months.
lion behind in payments to the
"This is a rare opportunity to
schools under the terms of a assist [schools] in their efforts to
funding program in which pri- educate our students," Bush
vate donations to universities wrote in a letter to the secretary
and community colleges are of the Florida Lottery on Oct. 2.
matched by state grants. UCF is Bush pledged hot to block efforts
owed $2.69 million of that money. to spend the money on schools.
From the Lotto winnings, the Legislators presented Bush with
bill on Bush's desk sets aside the spending bill Oct. 30; he has
$23,968,799 for four-year Univer- until Friday to sign it into law.
sities and $6,179,148 for commuThe winning ticket, which
nity colleges, based on a ratio of under lottery rules needed to be
how much the state owes each redeemed by Sept. 8, was sold
school to how much money it March 12 at Kohl's Foods in
now has available.
North Bay Village in the Miami
The Florida Lottery already metro area. The prize is the
directs some money toward pub- highest award to go unclaimed.
lic schools
through the in the lottery's 15-year history.

ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor
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Aromti Campus
NASEEM SOWTI

llun~r Banquet to

Senior Staff Writer

laenifit homeless

theit bodies atop the ,
Pegasus symbol.
The Rukus presentation
drew the
largest turnout of the
night. People filled the
RACHEL BECK
second- and thirdStaffWriter
floor balconies in
An old ratty '!lshirt, plaid flannel pajama addition to gathering
pants and a navy-blue robe makes an odd in a circle on the main
outfit for a man to be wearing in the Student floor to watch the
Union. Friday night was an exception - he dance routine. During
was participating in a "UCF Late Knights" the act, about 25.
event '
dancers
wearing
Although the theme of this "Late blacls:, wtUte and red
Knights" was a pajama party; only about a ensembles energetithird of those wll'O came actually sported cally danced to hip.
their sleeping clothes. Fbr thol*J who did, hop music..At one point, a man brought out
thoµgh, there was everything from, Tummy 1 a b~cycl.e and incorpo:i;ated it into the dance
Hilfiger sleeping shirts to Tweety Bird paja· numbe:r.
:inas, complete with footies.
Sopnomore Destiny Quinones and junior
ln footwear, bedtime slipper$ featured a . Michelle Smith said the:irfavonte part of the
Wide array of cartoon Characte-rs, such as night was visiting the ChocO'late Club's
Kermit the Frog and Scooby: Doo.
room. '"I'he· Chocolate Club was awesome,"
"Late Kmght" participants. both paja- Quinohes said. "It was so1111::thing totally
ma~weru:1ng and not, coi:iJ.d·take.patt in a different'. .T he people were really nice, and
rabge of actMties throughout the first tbree wlio doesn:t like chocolate?" ·
·
floors oftbe Student Union.
·
In the club's room, participants took
Therewassomettiingfor everyone in the items such as pretzels, strawberries or
fegasus B~oom, wher~ local bands· · banana pieces and dipped them in ruelted
!played,- J.rl 3();.minute' sets tbrbughout the chocolate, It was then put in a refrigerator
' night M~sic .~ from the soft rook of· to harden and gi.Ven back to the participant
. Scott Effman to some ~irited rap perlor'm- to eaf.
'
Danielle .Darling, a senior, said the event
· was gie.ati but "all the lines are really long."
·At one point, the'line for free ice cream,
djstrib.uted by Sweei Retreat, snaked all the
:way to the ·oppoSite . end of the Student
Uruon fooo court
PHOTOS BY JAN SVOBODA f CENTRAL FWRIOA FUTURE
' :Fbr those Who were willing to wait ill
UCF'sChocolate Club (top) gave a demonstration on how
line, though, there were many activities stu- to make chocolate while Mallory Beatson (bottom),
dents could take part in. There were free learned how to hand-make jar candles at Late Knights.
. henna .tattoos being drawn by a profes. sional henna artist. Candle Creatiuns fea- game room was stress·ball malting, where
tured jar candles that students could make students could pour sand into a balloon to
to bring home with theru.
make their very own st.ress-reducing tool.
Another popular bot>th was the photo
Other games included Bingo; a game
bookmark table1 where students could.get show with cash prizes and Win Lose or
their likenesses on bookmarks. Also at the Draw.
p~ was a balloon· ¢ist, who .crowned
As participants walked around the
one ''Late Khigt.ter" with · a balloon hat Union, they could rece.ive information from
about 4 feet tall.
tables set up by groups such as Dance
Also, profession:al massage therapists Marathon and Rotaract, a: community servwere giving out free massages.
ice club.
Fbr those who did not want to wait in
For the night owls who stayed at "Late
line, they could go to the board game room Khight" until the end, the fijght rounded out
and choose from an array of games such as with the movie "Finding Nemo" and a
Connect Fbur or Jenga. Also in the board breakfast buffet catered by TooJays.

Rukus raised vaulted
roof ofStud~ntUnion

"Be prepared to take part in
an eye-opening e:xi>erience,"
said Nikki Hopson, coordinator for Volunteer UCF's 10th
annual Hgnger Banquet,
which takes place from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. Wednesday at the
Student Union's Pegasus
Ballroom.
The charity event is
designed to benefit the homeless while educating students
about the lives liveq by different social classes in America.
· Fbr an admission of two
canned goods at the door, students can take part in an interactive presentation about the
homeless and society. Upon
arrival, students will receive a
ticket designating J hem as
lower-, middle- or upper-class.
That distinction determines
· bow well they' will eat that
nigty. While meals are served,
participants will hear from
representatives
of
the
Coalition for the Homeless as
well as homeless people themselves, who will share their
personal stories.
All canned goods will be .
don~.ted
to the Destiny
Community Assistance Center.
In return for their participation, students will receive two
hours of community service
credit.

UCF trustees to consider
adding a medical school
The UCF Board of Trustees
• will consi:der approving a

study to decide whether it
makes sense for UCF to add its
1own medical school wh~n the
board meets Thursday.
The board will meet from
11:15 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Cape
• Florida Ballroom in the
: Student Union. The advance• ment, educational programs
and · finance committees will
meet beginning at 11:15 a.m.,
with the full board meeting at
2:15p.m. .
•
UCF already participates in
. an accelerated medical school
program with the University of
South Florida.' s College of
' · Medicine that allows students
· to earn a UCF bachelor's
, . degree and a USF medical
~ degree
in seven years.
. Papp.achan Kolattukudy, .the · ·
• chairthan and director of .
. UCF's Biomolecular . Science
. Centel'., has said' UCF is hiring
faculty and developing biomolecular programs that would
• enaple it to open a medical
• school within 10 years.

Pr~sident drew compromise to
actions.
' "Humanitarian action is most
. der-fired missiles ·continues iii of what we're going to be doing,
Kenya."
and missionary is second," he
Sadrack's group does not said. "We're not going there to
know exactly what it will be doing knock on people's houses and
once it arrives on the African con- 1 say, 'Hey, ya hear the good news?
tinent. The group is going as part Come out and be a Christian'."
of a team through an ol'g'8.niza- · However, before the group
tion called Care in Action could build churches or teach,, it
International. That group's Web had to come up with money. Fbod
site says mo percent of donations arid lodging in Africa is going to
go directly to services. Sadrack, be· provided by Care in Action,
says he spoke to a member of a but the UCF students had to get
group that traveled from , themselves there, at a cost of
California to assist in the building $8,611 for the five students.
of churches and teaching basic
Through fundraising and outmath and .English.
of~pocket spending, the group
"Sometimes they need people members could cover $4,361 on
to help build houses. They have a their own. However, that still left
medical center over there; they them · $4,500 in the hole. That's
may have us help in the medical when the group brought its probcenter," said Sadrack. He also lem to the SGA Senate.
said that even though his is a reliBy coincidence the group
gious-based group, its members made its request during the
will not be trying to convert any- recent Senate elections, and was
one,. but rather hope people will forced to wait until the Senate
want to learn more about the changed hands for an answer.
church through the group's That pushed the decision to.
FROM

UCF optics director

~ wins executive post .
·An international optics
society has named Eric Van
.' Stryland, director of the poF
School of Optics/CREOL and ,
FPCE, as · its next vice presi. dent.
Optical Society of America
members last month selected
Van Stryland as their vice
president for 2004. · Van
Stryland then will serve one
year as president-el~ct before
becoming the society's president in 2006.
The 87-year-old ·Optical
Society of America has more ·
than 15,000 members, includ-·
ing engineers, educators, scientists and 22 Nobel Prize win-'
ners. Van· Stryland wants to
· further . the society's commit-,
ment to education and international outrea~h.
'..; . . ~ ~
'.

Al

~

·'

Ambassador •;, Joseph C.
Wtlson, Iv, Wm ~peak on ·ltjs
recent assignment' in search of
Iraq's alleged nuclear links to
the African county of Niger.
The event is at 1:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom. Wilson is
the CEO of JC Wilson
International Ventures, Corp.
and former special assistant to
the president and senior director for African Affairs at the
National Security Council.
This event is free and open to
the public. For more information call Keisha at 407-8230935.
I

'

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information t9 be consid:
ered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to edi- ·
tor@UCFn~.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p .m. ·Monday for the
'lbursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

,.)

Nitrites rise from lack of
function to great importance

•

Scientists
at
the
National Institute of Health,
the University of Alabama
and Wake Fbrest University.
reported the discovery of
· major functions for .;nitrites
in the body. Nitrites, which tt1
are common compounds in
the body, weret previously
believed to be ~imply metabolic by-products with no
major function. However,
according to recent studies,
they have been linked to
aiding the blood flow. The
researchers ·found that
. nitrites can be readily converted to nitric oxide, a \II
potent compound known to
expand blood vessels and
regulate the circul~tory sys- ~
tern. This finding suggests
"that nitrite~ have potential
as a treatment for illnesses
such as heart and blood •1
vessei disease and sickle
cell anemia.

save missionary trip

Future nabs top honors

'What I Didn't Find in Africa'- 'ti"· ~··~..
reflections on the war on terror
r

' I

Scientists at Decode
Genetics, an Icelandic company, have identified a gene
linked to osteoporosis - an
increasingly common disease characterized by brit- .
tle bones. Peop}e with three
specific variants of the gene
have a threefold risk of
developing, the ·disease. ·A
fest fo11 the.variant forms of
the gene is being developed
by Roche Diagnostics and
will be available in laborat0;ries at the beginning of next
year. The test n,eeds to be
taken only once in a lifetime, and if a gene'variant is
found, the patient will be
put on a high-caleium diet
and prescribed .plenty of
:1
exercise. ·

Thursday; withol}.k apJ!>IJO~t,b)I there was anything that I could
the Senate, the,grouy y.roy},dn'P>e bfing as a solution to the probgoing.
~ ·
'- J\l.i,r ·i,.., ~~*·1em/~;Battles said. What hew~
Senators told the group the able to do was make up the .difcost was too much, and there·w as ference if the Senate '\"ould fund
no way to. jlistjfy an expense of :a large part of the cost, although
nearly $i,OQO 'per stutl~mt. The - he initially declined to say how
funding request was derlied. ''
much ' he would require the
Sadrack countered· that the Senate to fund before he would
decision was unjust because make up the difference. Battles
/funding his group would be like said he would not fund the entire
funding the' less fortunate, as cost, because he didn't want it to
opposed to other students group's become commonplace for his
. that he described as self-serving. office to fund expenses ' the
''.A bill just got passed for $4,000 Senate rejects:
so [another group] can go to
The Senate then voted to give
Chicago for a conference. They're the group $2,500. Battles made
going there to gain something out up the remainder of the cost out
of it, but we are going to help · of an emergency fund he has at
·people out," he said. .
·
:pis discretion. "It's pretty seldom
That's when Battles stepped that a club comes around with an
in. With the SGA Senate rµeeting innovative idea," he said. "At lot of
nearly finished, SGA Pro times you're funding the same
Tempore Michael Pascucci old, which is good, but I think that
announced that if the Senate a club having the initiative to do
would reconsider the request, something above and beyond
Battles would make an offer to what's. expected of a UCF is a
·
plus and I think we . sh?ul?
help fund it.
"I took it upon myself to see if rew~d those types of activities.

"Engineering marvel
>

Gene causing brittle
bones found
·

AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Society of Automotive Engineers dlapter invited Student Government Association s~nators to. ·
drive their award·winnlng mini-Baja cars Saturday. Chapter member Jeremy Adams, 23,did some hill
dimbing at the southwest comer of campus. The group has used the track for two weeks.

The Future earned five News Story of the Year coi:tawards Saturday in compe- test for her report on trou.:
tition at the largest annual bling student experiences
national college journalism with the UCF Student Health
convention.
Services clinic . published
Fbr the first time in its Oct. 31, 2002, and the newshistory, the paper was · paper's classified section
awarded
a
national continued its streak of ·
Pacemaker award, based on national recognition with an
coverage, content, quality of ho.p.orable mention for Best
.writing and . reporting, Classified Section.
The National College
design and photography.
The Pacemaker, first pre- Media Convention sponsented in 1926 and consid- sored by the .Associated
ered the equivalent of a Collegiate Press is an annual
Pulitzer P\ize in college jour- event highlighting the best in
nalism, is the highest level of college journalism. This
recognition a student news- year's convention, held in
paper can receive.
Dallas, was attended by
The paper also scored a more than 2,500 students
first-place Best of Show from schools across the
award for its 2003 annual country.
Orientation issue and a secEntrants are judged in a
ond-place Best-of-Show for a variety of categories includsing'l.e issue produced this ing daily and non-daily
year.
papers and tabloid-size and
Linnea Brown, a Future broadsheet-size. TheFUture
reporter last year, won a competes as a non-daily
national third place in the broadsheet.

Preventing hearrf}roblems
with radio wave surgert
Italian
researchers
reported last week that
destroying a small part of
the heart with radio waves
can dramatically cut the
risk of developing a fatal
heartbeat in young adults
with a special type of heart ;
rhythm. The rhythm prob-,
lem, known as WolffParkinson-White syndrome,
exists in about one in 500 •
people. One out of every
1,000 sufferers dies as a
result of this complication.
The raill.o-wave t"~"'....'
t1t.a1111que, .,
known as radiofrequency
ablation, fires radio waves
from a tiny catheter posi- •
tioned inside the heart and
destroys the extra wiring,
which is the cause of the
rhythm problem. Scientists llJ
hope to use the operation
more routinely and encourage doctors to replace medication with the procedure.

Voyager at the edge
of the solar system
A teani of scientists
reported on Wednesday
that radioed data from
Voyager showed the spacecraft apparently had ventured across a turbulent
boundary near ' the edge of
the solar system. It is
believed that in this boundary supersonic winds of
charged particles from the
Sun collide with matter
from interstellar space. The
analyzed data obtained
from Voyager also indicates
a hundred-fold increase in
the number of charged particles, some of which were
different from the usual
solar-wind material. This
could mean that the particles came from beyond the
solar system. Voyager is 26
years old and has traveled
more than 8 billion miles
from Earth, the greatest
distance traveled by any
.man"made object. The
results obtained from
Voyager are still being studied.
1
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Athletes need ethics class, says faculty.
FROM Al

''What people have to
understand is that we are
dealing with 6,000 students
for which we get no state
funding, and we took a $4.S
million budget cut."

university reserves to college deans - in
order .to offer summer courses - will not
guarantee that every student who needs a
class will be able to take it. The funds will be
used to serve the. greatest number of students without allowing colleges to earn
money from the courses. Hickey explained
that any money earned through classes sul>sidized by reserve funds must be used to
repay the reserve loans:
Faculty members also voiced concerns
- TERRY HICKEY
for the recent controversies plaguing UCF
PROVOST
football players. They said athletes would
benefit from the creation of an academic
program aimed at teaching students how to Association might encourage the stµdent
handle ethical issues.
body to adopt ~ honor code - similar to
Modani cited a recent interview with sen- the one in place at Princeton - in which stu-.
ior defensive tackle DeMarcus Johnson that dents would take ethical responsibility for
appeared in the Orlando Sentinel. Johnson, the actions of their peers as well as their
who was dismissed for the remainder of the own, without the supervision of teachers.
season for academic indiscretion, repeatedJeff Streep, the SGA director of academic
ly used foul language during an interview in affairs, who attended the meeting to invite
which he blamed UCF for ending his football · faculty to an appreciation reception hosted ·
career.
by student leaders, said that although he
"I came to the impression of this person would not support forming any kind of class
[Johnson] as having a totally wrong view of requiring athletes to learn how to handle
why he's in college," Modani said. ''.He seems ethical issues, he would support an alternato think that's he's in college only to play tive program aimed at freshmen interested
football. If you don't pay attention fo aca- in qollege athletics.
demics, or if you don't get the proper ethical
"The environmental setting that the athbackgrounds, then you will suffer for . the letes are in anCI the pedestal that the univer-.
rest of your life. I don't know the solution, · sity puts them on leads some of them to
but there is some need, because what's hap- make wrong decisions," Streep said. "They
pening is not acceptable."
. are students just like the rest ·of us and
Hickey said that although he would not shouldn't be treated as a special class .of
make excuses for alleged conduct of ath-. people. It might be beneficial to have someletes, he believed that if such a program thing like what the rookies in the NBA
were to be implemented it would better receive, and tbat is a three-day seminar that
serve the entire student body. He said would basically teach them the rules of the
because the students involved in the scan- school and the team and what the outcome
dals were high-profile athletes they have will be if they were to violate them." ·
become targets.
Although no action was taken on the mat"We see things like· this with other stu- ter, the faculty plans on bringing the issue up
dents, but they're not high profile," he said. with Athletic Director Steve Orsini when he
"Right now the press is in a feeding frenzy. addresses the Faculty Senate later this
It's unfortunate that the athletes are put in month.
'
the spotlight, but my guess is that if you
The committee also unanimously
looked at the 'instances of such issues in ath- approved a resolution aimed at revising proletes versus non-athletes, you'll find a small~ motion and tenure procedures at the departer portion of athletes have the issues than ment, college and university levels. The resthe student body as a whole."
.
olution will get its final vote during the next
Faculty members agreed that such a pro- full Faculty Senate meeting on Nov. 20.
gram might benefit the entire student body, ·
Set aside for January discussions were
but felt that academics - and not the sports issues concerning the Scholarship of
directors - should be involved in forming Learning and Teaching Awards, which
the program.
would give four $5,000 awards to faculcy in
Diane Chase suggested that a collabora- .recognition of excellence in research, and
tion with the Student Government publication within their area of ~cipline.

KASEY CERASALE I CENTRAL FIDRlDA FUTURE

Paul Gardner, a mechanical engineering major and president of the UCF Astronomical Society, observes the lunar eclipse through a 26-inCh Tinsley
telescope Saturday evening at the Robinson Observatory.The observatory is open for public viewing every first and third Wednesaay of each month.
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Steamy showcase blurred gerider lines
FROM

A1

her head, a silver-studded dog oollar,
silver spikes along her shoulders and
arms, and a silver sparkly bodice and
leggings on top of a torn blac){ mesh
··
body suit.
Representatives from the show
thanked Toxin . Killer Clothing for
dressing some .of the performers for
the show.
The hostess and emcee for the
occasion was the buxom, boisterous
Carmella Marcella Garcia from
Southern Nights, a local gay bar.
Between sets, she roamed the aisles
of the audience, playfully harassing
the viewers while she asked them
questions, such as their year in
school, major and sexual preference.
This question often led to comical
observatiQns from Garcia. She told
one freshman theater major to stand
up, anq. she watched as he walked up
and down the aisle so she could
ascertain whether or not she
believed he was in fact straight.
Garcia prepared the audience for
her sometimes-obscene comments
by asking, "This is a risque affair,
isn't it?" When the audience
answered with applause and shout-

ing, she took off from there with her tinued throughout the show. Each
seat in the packed ballroom was
ongoing racy commentary.
She tried to make the straight filled and ;:tdditional people lined the
men nervous by sitting on their laps side and back walls to watch.
Sophomore Corinne Konrad, who
and offering them "kisses," which
turned out to be merely chocolate. attended last year's Diva Invasion.
Straight men were not the only ones said the turnout this year was better
subjected to Garoia's comments. She than last year. 'Tip. really giad word
chided the majority of the female got out," Konrad said. "It's great that
audience for dressing too sloppily, there is so much support for this kind
and added, "If grown men can look of thing."
All proceeds from the show went
like this, there's no excuse for ugiy
to the GLBSU. Audience members
-women. Take notes."
· When Garcia ~as not teasing and could donate by slipping bills to perchiding the audienc'e, she spoke formers during their numbers, or
about how she thought events such there was a drop box at the door for
as this show a're a step in the right the more timid contributors. Joseph
direction for the gay community.
Anzalone, the coordinator of the
"We've come so far," Garcia said, event, said in an e-mail that audience
"It's time we acknowledge each other members donated about $300, and
as hillnan beings first."
the event raised another $1,300
She said drag shows are leading through sponsor donations. This
to more acceptance for gays, arid she money will go to fund GLBSU activiled the audience in a round ,of ties.
The majority of the performers
applause for a set of parents who
work q.t Southern Nights or tlie Club
attended with their gay child.
Before the eve:rit began, the audi- at Firestone, a nightclub in downence was dancing ih their seats, town Orlando. One performer,
some even standing and dancing in Roxxxy, who works at Firestone, said
the aisles, and singing and clapping this was her first Diva Invasion. "It
along to the pre-show music. The was a lot of fun," Roxxxy said. "I had
dancing, singing and cheering con- a great time." '
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Replace; don't repair your existing hardware with on off-lease laptop computer. They're small
and toke up little space. They're portable with bottery power lo toke lo doss and the library to
study when tbings get a little loud and crazy in the donns and fraternities.
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•We Use All
You name it,. We've got it.
• Clean an Sanitized Equipment
• Upscale Environment
• All Work is Guaranteed
• 0 ur PIeasure... Your CompIete Satisfaction
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Attorney At Law

• Auto Accidents- • Personal Injury
. • Landlord I Tenant • Medical Malpractice

Our fast reliable off lease business class computers or' complete~ refurb~ed, hove a 6
month w11Tanty and all returns ore honored up to 7days from receipt.,. No Questions
Asked. Check out our site, we'hove a variety of systems to !hoose from starting at ONLY
$169.00
.
P.S. Don't Even Think About Buying Another Computer Unfl1 You Read Our ''Why
Buy Used Computers'' artide on our site. (What computer retailers don't want
you to know)

407-926-4016
37 North Orange Avenue, Suite 500
Orlando, Florida 3280 1
.

I

lfrsit our web-site at http://lextel.offordobleloptops.com

.Se Habla Espanol

·OR CALL US AT 866·304·8136

Free Init ial Consultati on

Qualifying you to specialize in Podiatric Medicine
Y ou're considering a career in medicin~
bu t want to do something a little different.
Consider the exciting field of podiatric
medicine. Whether managing your own
practice or working in a h ospital or clinic,
as a podiatric pl;iysician you will be able to
diagn ose, treat, and prevent diseases,

disorders, and injuries to the foot and .ankl~.
Barry 1:.Jniversity is one of only two podiatry
programs nationwide affiliated with a.
comprehensive university. So, you benefi~
from extensive rese~rch facilities, our
unique hospital and medical center
affiliations, an d excellent opportunities

B.t'\l{l{Y

11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext. 31 30
mweiner@mail.barry.edu

UNIVERSITY

www.barry.edu/podlatrlc

for residency programs and extemships
from coast-to-coast. Visit us online at
· www.barry.edu/podiatric to learn more~bout
h ow we can help you succee
podiatric mE<,di.cine.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCE:S
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Work Experience
N~IRequired.

OPR

Yes. We changed the rules.
When you're consistently ranked #1 in Florida*,
you can do things like that.
FLORIDA'S MOST PRES·TIGIOUS ·MBA

The Rollins MBA Advantage:
•International study trip included
• Notebook computer included
• Mentor program
• Consulting projects

..

BLAOBWATBR
'

Jump-start your career by applying for admission in the Early Advantage MBA
program at the Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando,
Florida. In less than two years, you can earn an MBA and could be making twice that
of those without an MBA. Work experience NOT required.
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Pertorming outside '
at the UCf Student Union Stage
Friday, Nov•. 14th @ 12noon

OPEN HOUSE PREVIEWWEEKEND
November 21 & 22, 7003 ,
Meet our professors! Meet other students! View sample
classes! Hear about exciting career opportunities and
financial aid options. Meals and housing· are included
through the weekend. The event starts Friday at 5 p.m.
and continues all day Saturday. Call 1-800-866-2405
, _ Of 407-646-1547 for more information and to
register! Be sure to visit us on
the Web at:

Catch them later that night nt the Social with
The Greyhounds. Tickets on sale at Park A~e .

.SWAMPL.~ND

Mofro is on tour supporting their \otest
re\eose 'Blackwater' which is ovoi\ob\e
at both Pork Ave \ocotions.
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and U.S. News.
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SGA is partnering vvith American Coach Lines to publicize this great o f fer to all UCF students.
They will be offering the follovving }:"outes to take students

licun.e f,cvt, tfie

~-

Leaving Campus at l'2:00ptu Wednesday b~f'ore Thanksgiv~g and dropping of'f' at:
Exit 142 ·. Ptorida 'Ii'urnJ;5ike
~ort St Lucie at Port St. Lucie 'B oulevard
· ,
Exit ·116 Flo:rida Tl.trnpike
;Jupiter/Indian Town Roa<:!
.
·
Exit 99 Florida Tump~1':~
West Palm. B~ac~8k:ecrehobee Boulevard
Exit 58 FloriHa Turnpi'ffe
Fort Lauderd
Y'Sunr~se ~oulevard
Exit 20 Florida Tu:i;npike
l\lliami/Nort
endall Drive (S. W. 88th Street)

'ting at 12;.,Q
12t00 PM
1:00 PM
2:15 PM
3:00 PM
3:45 PM

PM froi;n:.i.

,
Mian-;ti/North KentlaliJ Oriv~ (S.W.. 88th Street)
'5~t
r4Ale/Shnrise Boulevatfr}
· V\',IJS
eaeh/GJ..r,eechobee Boulevard .
Jupi
n
oad
Port .k ucie
"tucie Boulevard
j
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Cost is $70.00 round trip per person, reservations must be mad~ by calling
American Coach Lines at 407-826-9999 and must be paid in advance by Visa,
Mastercard, American Express or money order.
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Passion for elderly care wins speaking award
JESSICA LACOMBE
Staff Writer

the preliminary round. All but
four students, D'Alatri, Kyle
Felix, Dariel "D.T." Henry and
Roary Snider, were eliminated in
the preliminary round. Those
four went on to give their
speeches in the final round, as
they presented to four judges in
the packed CO.MM 101 auditori-

Issues of Equality in the Unlted homes that the judges decided
States." Each speech cited a spe- was the most complete call to
cific problem and proposed vari- action.
ous solutions. The speeches had
Like many of her competitors,
to last between 6 and 8 minutes. D'Alatri advocated communicaStudents who ran over were dis- tion with government officials to
qualified.
demand better conditions in
The topics .ranged from the nursing homes. Using anecdotal
death penalty, to racial profiling, references to her own grandparto an impassioned speech by ents and asking the audience to
Henry about understanding your do the same, D'Alatri gave grisly
past to progress in the future. In examples of bed sores and abuthe end, . however, it was · sive orderlies, noting that the
D'Alatri's call to reform nursing same situation could happen to

UCF freshman Mary D'Alatri
talked her way into a victory
Friday night, as she became the
fourth winner of the Bernard C.
Kissel Annual Outstanding
Student Speaker Competition.
The contest; named after the um.
The final began at 7:30 p.m.
first
chairman
of
Communication Department at Each of the finalists was
UCF, is composed of two rounds. required to give a persuasive
Sixteen UCF students entered speech addressing "Current

each audience member's grandparents. D'Alatri continued her
plea and asked audience members to support government bills
that deal with · nursing home
reform. D'Alatri made herself
available to the audience after
the competition, asking anyone
interested in her cause to see her
for more information on how to
become involved.
The final results of the 4th
Bernard C. Kissel Annual
Outstanding Student Speaker

Competition are as follows: 4th
place, freshman Roary Snider;
3rd place with a prize of $1()0,
freshman Kyle Felix; 2nd place
with a prize of $150, senior
Dariel "D.T." Henry; and 1st
place with a prize of $250, freshman Mary D'Alatri.
The contest is held every year
and was organized by an 11
member committee chaired by
David Young, a professor at UCF.
Kissel's survivingwife, Joan, and
son, John attended the event.

Let your phone run
wild on Friday.

UCF
Washington Center
(On Campus next to the
Bookstore)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm
407-4~7-0673

Unlimited calling on:Frid_ay,·Saturday and_Sunday
6.00 'WHENEVER minutes® .
No long distance or roaming charges
$39.99 a month
Oviedo Marketplace

' 1-year agreement

(In front of Barnes and
Noble Bookstore)

Mon-Sat 1Oam - 9pm
Sun. Noon - 6pm
407-971-0771

ill · ·Mobile·®
G~TMO!\E' MINUTES.. ~Q,E FEATURES. MO~ SERVICE.

authorized dealer

While supplies last:Picture messaging charges apply. Coverage only available on our domestic GSM/GPRS network and that of our roaming partners (',U.S. GSM network'), but not in all locations. Credit approval, activation fee and one-year service agreement required, with $200 early termination fee per number. Your use of the service constitutes acceptance of our
terms and conditions, including the mandatory arbitration clause. Rebate is a mail-in offer that requires1the purchase of the phone listed in this ad and a new activation on a qualifying T-Mobile rate plan. Rebate cannot be combined with any other rebates. Taxes, assessments, tolls and roaming charges additional. Unused minutes do not cany forward to subsequent
billing cycles. Any fraction of a minute used is rounded up and billed at the fulkninute rate; calls are measured from the time the network begins to process the call (before the phone rings or the call ls answered)·through its termination of the call. Weekends defined as midnight Thu. through midnight Sun. Nights defined as 9 p.m. to 6:59 a.m. Mon. to Wed. and 9 p.m.
to 11 :59 p.m. Thu. Except where noted, all rates are for domestic calls. Domestic long distance (but not for credit card, calling card or operator-assisted calls) and roaming are·available on the U.S. GSM network, Additional restrictions apply; see printed materials for details. Limited-time offer, valid in select markets only. Available at participating locations. Offer subject
to change or revocation without notice. Not respcnsible for typographical errors. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2003 T-Mobile USA, Inc.
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There·s os ch thinv as the perfect friend ...
...

but there IS the E ETAP BT
CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!
Individual Leases
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
-Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball Pavilion
Internet Access
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COURTESY UNITED STATES MINT

Comme'!lorating th~ ~ice~tennial of the Louisiana Purchase (right) and the Lewis and Clark expedition (center), the U.S. Mint unveiled two
new designs for the tails side of the 2004 five-cent coins Thursday. The heads side of the 2004-dated nickel will remain the same.

Nickel will feature new tails

.l

WASHINGTON - Next year,
the nickel will get not one, but
two face-lifts.
To commemorate the bicentennial of the Louisiana
Purchase and the Lewis and
Clark expedition, the U.S. Mint
on Thursday unveiled two new
designs for the "tails" side of the
2004 coins. It would be the first
change to the ~nt coin since
1938, when the Indian head, or
buffalo, nickel gave way to the
current
version
featuring
Thomas Jefferson and his home,
Monticello.
This spring, about 500 million
shiny nickels celebrating the
Louisiana Purchase will roll off
production lines. Next fall, the
mint will pay homage to explorers Capts. Meriwetb.er Lewis and
William Clark with another special-edition nickel.
Jefferson's profile will continue to grace the face of the new
coins, ringed by the phrases ''In
God We Trust" arid "Liberty
2004."
The spr~g 2004 design features two hands clasped in
friendship - one with a military
uniform ·cuff, symbolizing the
American government, and the
other with a silver band adorned
with beads and a stylized
American eagle, representing
Native Americans.
Above the hands are a tomahawk and peace pipe, crossed at
mjd-shaft, symbolizing peace.
The words "Louisiana Purchase
1803" adorn the coin to mark the
bicentennial of Jefferson's historic land purchase from France,
which doubled the size of the
United States.
·
The fall 2004 nickel will depict
the boat that transported Lewis
and Clark expedition members
through.the rivers of the Midwest
in search of a passage to the
Pacific Ocean.. Lewis and Clark
stand at the bow of their keelboat
under full sail. Their names are
inscribed beneath their ship;
above it are the words "E
Pluribus Unum," Latin for "out of
many, one."
Five hundred million nickels
in each new design will be produced before the U.S. Mint offers
an updated version of the
Jefferson design in 2006.
I

Language boom sweeps colleges ·
In an increasingly global
economy, and as terrorism and
war bring world events home,
American
students
have
returned to the study of foreign
languages in record numbers.

According to a study released
Thursday by the ·Modern
Language Association, 1.4 million American college· students
are enrolled in foreign language
study - the most since the
group conducted its first survey
in 1958. .
'
Since 1998-.:. the last time the
survey was published - the
number of students enrolled in
foreign language courses has
jumped 17.9 percent. The percentage of college students taking such courses has risen to 8. 7
percent, the highest it's been
since 1972.
Students say the stu.dy of languages is more than just an exercise in verb tenses and vocabulary. Rather, it's a unique window
into another culture.
"Through German I'm getting
a better understanding of
Germany and the reunification
process they're still undergoing
and just a lot of the thingB they've
gone through over the last 50
years - the Cold War and all
that," said 'Aaron Miller, a freshman at the University of Illinois
at Chicago.
Study of some languages has
risen sharply. Since 1998, enrollment in Arabic has increased
92.5 percent - to 10,596 students from 5,505 - and Biblical
Hebrew was up 59 percent, to
14,469 students from 9,099.

the federal budget on the path of
ever-growing deficits, Greenspan
warned. "Such a development
could have notable, destabilizing
effects on the economy;" he said.
The deficit reached $374 billion in the fiscal year that ended
Sept. 30 and is projected to rise
to about $500 billion in·the current fiscal· year. That would be
equal to about 4.4 pereent of the
U.S. economy, a level not seen
since the early 1990s. ·

Brown bear break-in

CHARLCYITE, N.C. - It wasµ't your average breaking-andentering call, the one that came
into the Appalachian State
University police department
minutes before midnight Nov. 3.
The dispatcher listene~ as
students Q_escribed the scene
outside their apartment window. ·
The suspect, they said, was
knocking in a door·at the Holmes
Convocation Center on busy U.S.
321 in Boone.
A one-word description was
all police needed:
'
Bear.
When officers arrived, they
saw a brown bear had pushed
the giass out of a ground-level
door and was making its way
down a hallway.
For some reason, it made a Uturn and l,1 eaded back out,
according to ASU Police Chief
Gunther Doerr.
Greenspan remains concerned
Spooked, perb'aps by officers'
WASHINGTON While flashlights, the bear fled across
remaining upbeat about the campus and ran head-first info '
prospects for a U.S. economic · an office building, where i~ bloodrecovery, Federal .. Reserve ied its nose on a window. Then it
Chairman Alan Greenspan took off into nearby woods,
sounded a cautionary note according to the chief.
Thursday about the dangers of
Officers searched for about
the federal government's grow- an hour, wanting to make sure
ing budget deficit.
· the bear was OK Despite its size,
"The ... relatively optimistic estimated at 150 to 200 pounds,.
short-term outlook for the U.S. they never found the bear.
economy is playing out against a .
No one else was injured in the
backdrop of growing longer-term incident, police said.
concern in ' financial markets
"There actually was a student
about our federal budget," he working inside the convocation
said in a speech delivfilred via center, but I don't think he was in
satellite to the Securities the same hallway as the bear,"
Industry Association annual the chief said.
meeting in Boca Raton, Fla.
He estimated damages at
If uncontrolled, spiraling $150 to $200.
·
budget deficits could. push up
"I'm trying to think of why he
interest rates and become a drag would've chosen that building to
on economic growth. They go into, but it's beyond me."
already have increased the fedThe convocation center, used
eral
government's
debt, for sporting and other events,
Greenspan noted, making it that has concession stands on the
mt ·eh harder to handle a coming second floor, but no other food to
explosion in Medicare and Social speak of, Doerr said.
Secun+y costs when baby
"It's just basically a kind of
boomers - those born between bizarre incident," he said.
"We're going to be on · the
1946 and 1964 - retire.
Those costs tl;lreaten to ·put lookout for him."

Our Commercial
LoansAre No
Turkeys.
If you own your own business, you may
have had the misfortune to have found a few
turkeys al~ng the way when it comes to loan
solutions. But at The Citizens Bank of
Oviedo, we set a higher standard for tailored
commercial loan solutions for our customers.
From a full menu of loan options to local

decisions, a prompt response and impeccable
loan service, The Citizens Bank of Oviedo
makes a differenq:. Take a moment to talk
with us today about your commercial loan
needs and plans. When you do, you'll find a
resource you can be thankful for 365 days a
year.
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo.

~

Member
FDIC

U:ND&A

10 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
407-365-2212

.to bring the magic to life as world
fam.ous Disney® Characters and Disney
animated Character "look - a likes."
Performers at Walt Disney World® Resort
have the opportunity to fulfill the dreams
'

'

.

of millions of our Guests who· are drawn
~to the magic and mystique of Disney...

Walt Disney World® Cast Members receive

· spectacular benefits including The.m e Park
admission and discounts on Disney®
merchandise. Full-time Cast Members also
receive excellent medical, dental & visi·on
benefits, and paid vacation & sick days.

AUDITIONS:

Wednesday
November 12, 2003

UCF ARENA
I

1

4:00pm

Added consideration will be given to
candidates 4'8" - 5'0" and 6'0" - 6'3':

• Most decisions within one week
• Most loan closings within two weeks
• Personalized service and a full array of com~ercial loan options .

156 Geneva Dr.
407-365-66U

We're looking.for smiling faces

Marketplace Mall
407-365-6611

, www.cboviedo.com

8305 Red Bug lake Rd.

407-366-4868

we·strongly encourage performers
from all cultural backgrounds
to attend.
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OUR STANCE

Line between sports,
college too blurred
U

CF athletics and Coach
Mike Kruczek suspended
two more players Thursday.
Again, they're not saying why.
Again, it seems likely that this is
about forging attendance notes
- forms all students must fill
out when official duties require
them to miss classes.
· Brought to the fore again is
the unusual relationship between
universities and their sports program~. UCF is no different from
mosf big schools - it yearns to
have a strong football program,
and spends millions of dollars a
year to get one. Sports are a big
part of college life, as they
should be - exercise is important, and it should be taught. But
that's not what we're dealing
with here.
• In the past, maybe just 20 or
30 years ago, college sports were
a pastime and learning was the
focus. Students would compete
on a team rather than have some
other hobby, 'always knowing
that the point of going to school
was to learn, and not to play a
,
game.
Now players practice yearround, play through injury, and
head to class when they have
time. Tµey get full scholarships
L some of them, anyway - and
the National Collegiate Athletic
'.Association is even hoping to
push things further, to get stui:lent athletes stipends, essentially spending cash, to go along
with free room and board, free

books and free education.
waivers with his own name,
In return, the association
rather than secure a teacher's
knows it'll be getting more
signature. It's likely the other
money, as will every school
players are guilty of something
involved. They're taking a share
similar.
of the American sports fan's dolThese players were a part of
lar. Why should professional ·
a system that ate them alive and
sports get all of the money?
willingly. They were likely all··
Over the course of the last
excellent players in high school,
few decades college football and
at a time and place where the
other collegiate sports have
sport is a hobby. They got picked
come to be more than just organ- up by UCF because of that talent
ized hobbies - they're big- and then they started stargazmoney organizations. When one
ing, looking toward the NFL and
game at a colleg-e stadium can
a lucrative career as athletes .
draw 100,000 fans, it gets a lot of who play for pay.
greedy people salivating.
UCF, and most universities
Now we're seeing something
with competitive football proof the impact that it has -when grams, aids these athletes in
money gets to be too important,
daydreaming by pouring money
the game gets to be too imporinto the sports, hoping to get
tant, and academics fall by the
money in the process: Football
wayside.
scouts watch the games, too,
Senior defensive tackle
hoping to find the next Jerry
Demarcus Johnson's college
Rice, the next Dan Marino.
A lot of money is being made
career is over now following his I ·
funneling these athletes through
suspension on Thursday: ~ong
with Johnson, senior starting
universities, essentially paying
quarterback Ryan Schneider
them to act like students while
also is finished thanks to this
the real emphasis is on their
playing.
scandal - his suspension was
announced Tuesday, ending an
Four athletes last week found
illustrious colleg-e football career. out from Kruczek that acting like
Also suspended for the season
they're college students isn't
last week was center Cedric
enough. .In making these suspenGagne-Marcoux, a freshman;
sions, the school sent a message
guard Dan Veenstra, another
that everyone on the team ought
freshman, was suspended for
to be thankful for. It was a wakeone game.
up call that it's not all about the
game, that there's a reason it's
Johnson told the Orlando
Sentinel he was suspended
called college football and not
because he signed teacher
Just football.

OUR STANCE

Bush neglects
schools to fund war
P

resident Georg-e W. Bush
Instead of using the term
.being sent overseas against their
signed a bill Thursday that · "dropouts" to describe the stuwill in the event of a draft, if cerwill send another $87 billion .dents who suddenly left school,
tain lawmakers get their way.
toward fixing what's broken in
they were deemed "whereabouts
Despite the hardships we've
Iraq.
unknown." In one school where . faced so far in Iraq, including an
In the meantime, schools in
escalating frequency of bombings
the size of a single class went
America are switching to four-day from more than 1,000 students
and missile attacks in and around
w~ks to stay ajloat, and more
Baghdad, Bush says we're on our
during freshman year to barely
than half of eligible low-income
more than 250 during senior year, way to rebuilding the country.
children are missing out on
We've restored some infrastrucno dropouts were reported.
school breakfasts.
ture, set up a provisional governRight now, the military is callThe bottom line: Despite the
ing up thousands of new troops,
ment, and are working on rebuilding Iraq's former military, which
best' reassurances of Bush when
some of which are "whereabouts
he campaigned for office, kids are unknown" students from Texas,
currently is the biggest group in
being left behind, and overseas
the country to suffer from unemdestined for deployment in the
conflict has become a priority.
ployment following the dismanMiddle East. Bush says we will .
We're sending tens of thousands
tling of the Ba'ath party governnot back down from the fight
ment. ·
of college-aged kids to Iraq, when against terrorism. Those are
a significant amount of them can't strong words, but not nearly as
Yet to be seen is if Bush's p~an
find it on a map.
can rebuild the all-too-important
strong as the words being shoutBush's "No Child Left Behind'? ed back at us by people we've
Iraqi school system. Though eduprogram, which incidentally had
angered during the war on terror. cation crisis teams have been
one-third of its budget cut by
After the recent terrorist bombing sent to Iraq to survey the damage,
Bush himself after Congress
most schools are still closed, and '
campaigns ill Baghdad, some of
'agreed to pass it, continues to fall our own troops are "whereabouts the plan to rebuild the education
short of helping schools to
system, which was formed a year
unknown."
improve test scores.
before the war started, has yet to
' Our military is on its way to
be fully implemented.
maxing out its manpower, which
In the meantime "the Texas
miracle," which the former Tuxas is leading to fears of a reinstateBillions of dollars are earment of the draft so that we'll
marked to rebuild the Iraqi edugovernor used as an example to
have enough people to police
cation system. Right now, the U.S.
help sell himself and the "No
Child Left Behind" program to the · three or four countries at once if
school system is billions of dollars
American people, has turned out
Bush decides to invade Syria or
behind where it needs to be to
Iran. That assumes that, as has
avoid more school closings on our
to be a big lie.
Apparently, in the districts that happened with Afghanistan, Bush own soil. Bush says he's going to
doesn't get the job done in Iraq
the president touted as.having
rebuild Iraq. He also said he'd
before turning our counter--terror- leave no child behind in America.
huge turnarounds in dropout
ism efforts elsewhere. College stu- Unfortunately, it's not the thought
rates, lies had been used to simply cover up the dropout rate.
dents could also be in jeopardy of that counts.
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READER VIEWS
Football faults rest with coaches

in the community to help train and advise this ·
radio station, etc.
This truly would be a very ~ffective handson learning experience for everyone who takes
part in such a collaborative curriculum.
This is the kind of curriculum that could put
UCF on the map for having "one of the best
communication schools in the country."

I agree with most of what Sports Editor
Ashley Burns said in his column, "Have we
been Punk'd?" [Nov. 6]. If anyone should be
calling for heads to roll, the heads should be of
Coach Kruczek and the rest of the football
coaches, not Athletic Director Steve Orsini's.
In fact, I feel bad for Steve Orsini; he came
- HEATHER SMITH
here from a prestigious school with a prestiRADIO/TELEVISION MAJOR
gious football program, only to find an undisciplined t~am and coaches who, to me, don't
seem to care.
C4Ddidates' post-war stances
I know that's rough for me to say. I'm sure
Illlssed 1 •
they care, but I, like a lot of UCF fans, am
First off, I would like to applaud the
angry. We are angry that it all came to this. We Future's efforts in informing our students
are angry because we shouldn't be where we
about the 2004 presidential election candidates
are today.
.
["One year to the election," Nov. 6). It is very
We shouldn't be riding on USF's coattails,
important that such discussions begin early in
but we are. We shouldn't have a 3-and-7
the game, especially within an academic
record, but we do. Our starting quarterback
atmosphere like UCF. For many of us, our
shouldn't be suspended, but he is.
country is entering the most crucial election in
First and foremost, we need to look at the
our young lifetimes, and for this reason it is
coaching staff. I don't blame Orsini. It's not his extremely important to consider all the factors.
fault that he doesn't have much to work with;
However, I'd like to point out something that
he's taking what he can for UCF. Conference
troubled me about the article. Although I have
USA isn't what we needed, though.
not chosen the candidate that I will support, I
It's better than th<;i MAC, yes, but it was
do believe one very important detail lapsed the
simply the only thing left. One can only wonder Future's attention regarding Carol Moseley
what would have happened if we had a standBraun. When considering the major dilemmas
, out season, if we would have beaten VIrginia
facing our nation's foreign policy at this time
·Tuch, or even Syracuse. Maybe it would have
(e.g. the war in Iraq), it is hard to beli~ve that
been UCF in the Big East.
the Future didn't list Ms. Braun's experience
Next year our slogan should be "UCF as a U.S. ambassador from 1999 to 2001. This
What If?," as it seems to be the story of our
lapse is, even more surprising since her ambasfootball team. I'll still love UCF and be as big a sadorial experience is more recent than her
fan as I have always been, but I'll never be able term as a U.S. senator (1992 to 1998).
to forget this 25th anniversary season,
Another issue the Future should address in
although it's the season most UCF fans would
subsequent articles is the position of all the
like fo forget.
'
candidates on the issue of a post-war Iraq.
- YVONNE M.MONTALVO While a majority of the Democratic candidates
oppose the war in Iraq, it is apparent that the
more important issue facing our country is
Radio's potential needs fulfillment what to do now that the war is over.
Regarding "Two student stations live ,
It is important that all the candidates' views
obscure lives in shadow of FM jazz mainstay''
on the U.S. role in post-war Iraq be examined,
[Nov. 6), it was good to see coverage on the
and not just some of the candidates as done in
struggle of the student radio grou~s on camthe Nov. 6 issue~ I urge everyone to visit the
pus.
·candidates' Web sites.
As a radio and television major, the first
- JUAN DE LA TORRE
thing I looked for when I came to UCF was the
radio station, and I was extremely disappointed when I discovered our own FM radio staNot all Republicans are anti-gay
tion, WUCF, had practically nothing to do with
I am writing this in response to the letter
the students.
["Reader Views,'' Nov: 6) that made the generThe student Internet.based radio groups
alization that conservatives are "idiots claimhave struggled to be heard and unfortunately
ing ... some book says that people engaging in
listenership has always been very difficult to
this [homosexual] lifestyle are going to burn in
attain through Internet radio, no matter how
hell."
many promotions you do.
I want to bring light to the fact that not all
If we, the students, actually had a real
conservatives share this view and so should
broadcasting FM or AM station for the stunot all be generalized as "gay haters." As a
dents and by the students, imagine all the pos- member of Colleg-e Republicans on campus, I
sibilities and opportuWties this could open up
am strong in many beliefs that conservatives
for our university. If students were able to run share, but I support what the university is
a broadcasting radio station, we could combine doing to ensure the rights of gays.
curriculums:
I do support President Bush and think he is
• Finance and accounting majors could run doing a great job, but I can confidently say that
the business-side ef the radio station.
I do not believe in all his policies, specifically
• Marketing and public relations students , his stand on gay rights. I want people to know
could promote the radio station.
that narrow-minded statements about a politi• Radio/IV majors could put together forcal party will not get the point across.
mat and product.
- ALLYSON MCCLURE
• Journalism students could report on campus news.
.
• Legal majors could study contracts, copy- Reason for donor ban is homophobia
right, broadcasting regulations and legal
I'm writing in response to the people who
aspects of the radio station.
wrote in opposition to gay men giving blood
• Speech teachers could work with on-air
["Reader Views," Nov: 6).
talent on public speaking techniques.
There is no need to protect our blood sup• Advertising students could learn how to
ply from homosexuals, even non-virgin homoput quality radio ads together and learn how
sexuals. Homosexuality, even active homosexuto sell ads and network with community busiality, does not imply promiscuity. As it is now,
nesses.
the ban on blood donations is a lifetime ban. If
• Creative writing/scriptwriting students
some guy hasn't had sex with another man for
could create episodic soap operas for late.10 years or if he is "married," he is still barred
night shows using theater and acting students. from giving. The only possible reason for this
• Music students could help produce ad
is homophobia.
music jingles and parodies.
If it takes 10 days for the antibodies to
• Health Center/REACH could have a relaappear, then the ban on men who have had sex
tionship "Loveline"-{ormat show.
with other inen should apply for no more than
• Highlights of UCF athletic games can be
10 days, otherwise the FDA is pandering to the
broadcast on-air, promoting our sports probigots.
grams/games.
.
- .RIOIARD JONES
• Alliances can be built with professionals
The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor shoutd not exceed 300 words and must Include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar. style and fibel.Send letters ID edit9riUCfnews.com,
submit them onllne at www.UCFnews.com or fax
to '107-447-4556.Quesllonsl Cal 407'447-4555.
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My blood isn't for lightweights
•
JERROD ROCKHILL
Contributing Writer

~

FREE PIZZA! COUPON
BOOKS! REPENT SINNER!
BECOME A GREEK! GIVE
BLOOD! COME TO [insert random ethnic group] AWARENESS WEEK! BAKE SALE!
Just in typing that, I was
reminded of the Gestapo of
promoters and groups outside
the Student Union. This ver~
bal, ·visual, and moral assault
outside the union is something
that every UCF .student has
gone through with the same
tragic and pained face that
niost students get in .the bookstore when they discovered
how much their books cost.
I, however, enjoy some of
the assault outside the Student
Union. Certain events like
Mai:ket Days, Campus Peace
Action protests, the various
poorly photocopied political .
group propaganda handouts
and, of course, rush week,
bring me joy.

I've yet to actually go to a which end up in the trash.
You know what those parchrush table since the party usually comes to me, but you ment-filled books are good for?
know. Actually, the only reason
You can roll cigarettes with
I enjoy Rush is that not a single them. They're the perfect size,
Greek whatsoever approaches perfect paper, and burn relame ·in that week-sbmetll.ing tively quick. And at 260-someperiod.
thing pages, I won't have to
The only thing that truly buy rolling·papers for months.
Now; I know that sounds
irritates me· about this advertisement concentration camp terribly sacrilegious, but in my
is two certain groups, those mind, these various churches
who want me to give blood and tend to insult me more than
those who handout those love- _ anything.
ly green plastic bibles.
They're practically tellfug
First off, the majority of my you that your church or reliclasses fall before or around gion is [expletive].
noon. During this time,-there's
People do have their own
usually a cigarette in one hand rights to religion and handing
and a Venti Heavy Macchiato out those Bibles' is fundamenartery clogging coffee. That tally an insult to people of
being said, with the amount of other Christian or religious
toxins and cholesterol in my denominations like myself.
blood, I'm obviously not a canI tend to believe that 'the
didate to be giving blood.
flier gestapo ne~d's to·rethink
So, why do the blood servic- and retarget the students that
es ask me, a messy haired guy they assault every day. If you
who still looks pretty ham- see a hung-over smoker conmered from the ·night before, suming hundred of calories of
smoking and drinking coffee, fat, you probably shouldn't ask
to donate my chemical-ridden them to give blood whereas if
blood to sick people?
you see someone who is blaI doubt that there is actual tantly avoiding eye contact
blood in my veins; I like · to with you, you probably shouldassume my blood is nothing n't shove eight bibles down
but piss and vinegar.
their throat.
Secondly; I detest.these religious types who pass out those
Jerrod Rockhill can be reached at
funny little bibles that most of
jerrod@UCFnews.com
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or your money back..

Mon 1'1/3/0.3 1oam to 4pm
Tues 11/4/03 10am to 4pm
Wed 11/5/03 10am to 4pm
Thu 1116/03 · 10am to 4pm
Fri 11/7/03 10am to 4!)m
Mon 11/10/03 10am to 4pm
Wed 11/12/03 1Qam to 4f)m
Thu 1111·3103· 10amto4pm
'Fri 11 /14/03 10am to 4pm
Mon 11/17/03 10am to 4pm
· Tues 11/18/03 tOam to 4pm
Wed 11/19/03 10am to 4pm
*Thu 11 /20/03 1Oam to 4Prn
*Fri 11/21/03 10am to 4pm
Mon 11/24/03 1Oam to 4pm
*rues 11/25/03 10am to 4pm
•

GMAT·
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT·
SAT
ACY-

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all ~cheduled tests, and do
your homework. .If your score doesn't
improve on test day f~om your Kaplan diagnostic
.
or a prior official. test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition.:'* It's ,that simple.

· LSAT: Classes Begin Thu, January 8, 2003
GMAT: Classes Begin Tue, January 6, 2003
GRE: Classes Begin Wed, .Janua·r y 21, 2003
MCAT: Classes -Begin Tue, January 13, 2003

Wo(ld Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

the Student Union
. Pegasus 0 & R
. . - - - - - - -.....

I

I

higher
test scores·
guaranteed

@ .

l?OB S11JDENTS . .
1

LSAT

KAPLAN,.
• Test nome9 are registere<J trademar1<s or their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you·must be enrolled in Kaplan's ·
full classroom, tutorlns. or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com·

I

Are you struggling to find your path and purpose?
Are you looking for direction in your life?
I

Come hear national speaker,
Reed Harris of Weston, MA, talk on

,.

*or until vAtri.i.le. suppta is 4epletttl

•

"Preparing for the
~Real W ·o rld:
A Spiritual Focus"
..

I

.Friday night, Nov. 14, at 7:30 p.m.
in the UCF Student Uf1:ion Building.
Based on the life-changing ideas f oµnd in
the best seller,

Science a,nd Health,
with Key to .the Scriptures

•

by .Mary Baker Eddy,·
Mr. Reed speaks about the pra,cticality of a spi~itual
perspective in resolving life's problems and
dissolving fears.
The simplicity and.power of the ideas in
Science and Health
have transformed the lives-of millions
who have ventured into its pages for over 125 years.
For more details, call 407-896-7810
Sponsored by First Church of Christ, Scientist
915 N. Femcreek Ave.
Orlando, FL 32803
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Wometi's soccer earns its-third straight
A-:-Sun tournament championship
NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

3

Consecutive A-Sun
tournament
championships UCF
women's soccer has
won.

3

Sudden-death
penalty kicks the
Knights netted to
win the
championship.

0,
''I

l

Sudden-death
penalty kicks FAU
scored in the
tiebreaker.

s

The UCF women's soccer team
on Saturday earned its third consecutive trip to the NCAA tournament, successfully defending its
Atlantic Sun title in Boca Raton.
The Knights clinched the title
after a hard-fought duel with FAU
that came down to . tie-breaking
penalty shots.
The first half hour was scoreless until FAU's Lauren Lucena
barely breezed a header past
Knights' keeper Julie Snaman.
Snaman · made up for the two
goals
she
allowed
in
this match
by record·ing three
saves and
forcing
the
/ ·"
-Owls i
to

miss their three penalty · kicks,
which turned out to make tile difference.
Sophomore
Jennifer
. Montgomery scored . her second
goal of the tournament in the clos· ing minutes of the half to tie the
game at 1. Freshman Rachel
Overstreet
scored her second goal of
'
the season fo
give UCF the
· lead.

FAU's Kelly Hoffman again tied
the game at 2, and it remained that
way through two overtiJ:ne periods.
The Knights recaptured their
title when they connected on three
penalty shots and FAU coul<.In't net
any.
After . receiving a first-round
bye in the conference tournament
for owlling a share of the reglilarseason title, the ladies took care of
business on Friday as they easily
put awi:iy Stetson, 4•1.
The Knights
began their
1

pounding of the Hatters only 33
seconds ·into the game, when
Becca Eshehnan scored a goal off
a pass from midfield.,
Eight
minutes
later,
Montgomery scored her seventh
goal in the last six games. Allison
Blagriff set up Eshehnan for her
second goal of the game when she
squeaked the ball through the
defense, ' and Eshelman beat
Hatters goalie April Eµering o:o.eon-one.
The Hatters offense never got
going, as they registered just one
shot in the first half and four shots
overall. They needed a penalty
PLEASE SEE

MIDFIELDER ON 82

Ji

All-tournament
spots the Knights
earned with their
victory, including
tournament MVP
Allison Blagriff.

Briefs
The Student
Government
Associa)ion will
unveil its new
Sports Day expo
from 11 a.m to 1
p.m. Wednesday in
the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom.
SGA hopes that
students and
student-athletes
will use the event to
create a stronger
relationship and
help students put
faces to UCF's
standout athletes.

Led by Courtney Baines (left)~ Becca
Es~elman (center) and Monique
Aviles UCF outscored Stetson and FAU
6-3 to win.the 2003 A-Sun title.

Football bottoms orit Volleyball runs
A-Sun table

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Up(oming
Men's soccer looks
to defend its A-Sun
title as the A-Sun
rournamen\ kicks
off Thursday in
Macon, Ga ... Men's
basketball hits the
·court for an
exhibition game
against St. Leo at
7:30 p.m. Thursday
at the UCF Arena.

Quotables
'1hose guys weren't
just teammates.
They were ·
brothers."
-UNDEBACKER
GERREN BRAY ~N
UCF'S SUSPEflO!D
fOOTBA.ll PLAYERS

YPSILANTE, Mich.
Heading· into Saturday,
Eastern Michigan was
ranked as low as 115th in the
nation. After the Eagies' 1913 defeat of UCF, there will be
one more team ranked lower
than them.
EMU (2-8, 1-5 MAC) was
third on ESPN.com's Bottom
10 list before they upset UCF
(3-7, 2-4 MAC). The Eagies
l\SHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
were manhandled by Division · UCF running back Alex Haynes was the lone bright spot for the Knights' offense, as
. 1-AA Western Illinois in the he ru~hed for 102 yards on 27 carries. It was Haynes' 11th career 100-yard game.
second week of the season.
EMU had played so poorly back Ryan Schneider booted Three plays later, EMU's own
and lost so many games that for the season, freshman freshman quarterback Ken
the university fired Coach Jeff Steven Moffett said good-bye Bohnet hit receiver Alonzo
Woodruff a week ago. EMU is to his redshirt as he started Harris · for a 1fryard touchnow 1-0 in the Al Lavan era.
for the Knights. .
down strike.
While both teams faced a
Moffett'$
inexperience
Moffett finished hiS debut
number of problems heading was visible immediately as he with an unimpressive 46
into the conference matchup, fumbled on the second play of yards passing and .an interthe Knights were dealingwith UCF's first drive. The ception. The Wmter Park
the loss of five starters due to turnover gave the ball to the
suspension. With quarter- Eagies at UCF's 21-yard line.
PLEASE SEE MOFFETI ON 82

"I'll play for the kid."
-DEFENSIVE
UNEMANPAUl
CARRINGTON ON
FRESHMAN

'QUARTERBACK
STEVEN MOFFm'S
POTENTl)lt

1\vo more UCF players suspended
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Two more football players
were suspended last week,
apparent victims of the same
violation of university policy
that earlier caused two other
players, including ·q uarterback Ryan Schneider, to be
booted for the season.
On Thursday, the team
announced that senior defensive
tackle
DeMarcus
Johnson's career is over following his suspension for the
rest of the season. Redshirt
freshman Dan Veenstra also
was suspended, although the
offensive guard received only
a one-game punishment.
Veenstra sat out Saturday's
game
against
Eastern

Michigan.
to miss · classes.
. As with the susPeople close to the
pensions
of
other
players ·
Schneider and ceninvolved said that
ter Cediic Gagnesome signatures on
Marcoux, both of
those forms had
been forged.
which came down
Online poll
last Tuesday, no
The suspensions
Should UCF's
details were given,
continµed a rough
quarterback have
other than that
week off the field for
been suspended?
each had violated
the · Knights, who
Yes
63%
team rules.
continue to strugg1e
No
33%
In an interview
this
season on the
No opinion 4%
with the Orlando
field as well. Junior
Sentinel, however,
cornerback Omar
Johnson confirmed that his Laurence also was suspendsuspension had to do with ed indefinitely last week for
slips from his teachers that an unrelated incident; he is
were signed improperly. awaiting the result of an
Johnson told the Sentinel he investigation tied to pending
signed his own name in plare criminal charges and a stuof a professor's signature dent conduct hearing for posthat was reqUired for players sessing two firearms.

,.

1

MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Not since 1999 has the UCF vqlleyball program
completed an undefeated conference regular season.
UCF posted multiple victories last weekend for
the sixth time this season. The Knights swept
Jacksonville (30-20, 30-19, 30-26) and Stetson (30-20,
30-17, 30-20) to complete th~ Atlantic Sun regular
season unscathed.
"There is always pressure on us with the 'x' on
our back," outside hitter Emily Watts said. "Even
more so now that everyone is going to be looking to
beat us."
On Friday night against Jacksonville (1fr12, 8-2
A-Sun), three players froni l[CF (20-6, 10-0 A-Sun)
re~tered double-digit kills. Leading the way.was
middle blocker Amanda Stoutjesdyk, who posted 12
kills on a 0.364 hitting percentage. ·
·
Watts picked up another double-double, powering home 11 kills and 14 digs. In addition outside hitter Tanya Jarvis also smashed 11 kills.
· The Dolphins were liml.ted to 28 kills ·on 97
attempts struggling to a 0.093 hitting percentage for
·
the match.
'We were really prepared and came out picking
up on. the little duinps they were throwing over,"
UCF Coach Meg Colado said. "It was a huge thing
for us to execute positive points off of that."
Jacksonville outside hitter Radka ·Dimitrova, a
first-team all-conference performer la,st year, was
forced into seven errors. Dimitrova was held to just
two kills on the evening.
"Knowing this team, you have fo stop Radka to
beat them," Colado said. "Our left side blockers really did a nice job."
UCF finished the weekend !mocking off Stetson
on Saturday night. Again Watts posted a doubledouble, knocking down 10 kills to go mong with 14
digs.
Freshmen middle blocker Jana Mitchell and outside hitter Kelly Klirikenborg combined for 19 kills
· on 31 attempts and stuffed 5 shots in the frontcourt.
"The freshmen continue to _improve each match,"
Watts said. "They are more comfortable with our
system, and we have total faith in their abilities."
Setter Jenny Frank dished out 41 of the team's 49
assists. Frank also contributed with nine digs in the
backcourt.
"Frankie really did a fantastic job of distributing
the ball," Colado said. 'We had a lot of players getPLEASE SEE

WATIS ON 82

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Ask the
Magic 8-Ball
Not since Kazaam have we seen
such a powerful prognosticator
Remember wlien everything was
simple?
Miami and Alabama were fighting
for delinquent supremacy. Nebraska
was a cornfed steamroller. FSU had
likeable . quarterbacks and Bobby
Bowden didn't have to b,ire a personal
assistant to stand by for diaper duty.
What happened to the good old
days, when the roaches and media put
all the angst aside and decided who
went to the national championship?
Now we have teams like TCU, which
could very well go undefeated and still
be screwed by the Bowl Championship
Series. We. have teams hopping from
conference to conference like a couple
of high school ·kids playing. Spin the
Bottle.
'
. Everyone is trying to answer the
biggest question mankind has ever
known: What does the future hold?
With a little help from my Magic 8Ball and my own psychic powers, I can
tell you.
First question: With the loss of
Virginia Tech, Miami and · Boston
College, will the Big East maintain its
BCS eligibility? Magic 8-Ball says; Very '
doubtful.
The loss of Boston College has
ripped apart the foundation of the Big
East. Has everyone stopped laughing
yet? No? Me neither. Boston College
has been about as big a Big East con- ·
tender as "Howard· the Duck" at the
1986 Academy Awards.
Fbr the time being, the Big East has
replaced Miami and Vrrginia Tech with
Louisville, Cincinnati and South
Florida. On Oct. 17, 2005, Big East
Commissioner Mike Tranghese will be
checked into a mental hospital ior evaluation after he is found naked outside
the Orange Bowl screaming, "Why,
Miami? Didn't we love you enough?"
One-wook prior to that, USF will
shut its football program down, as
Athletic Director Lee Roy Sehnon
decides that the BUils will be the team
.to lead NCAA cock-fighting into the
public spotlight. .Louisville and
Cincinnati will m~e a joint announoo-.
ment that they, too, are terminating
their football programs, because life is
just too short for rivalries.
Second question: With the departure of UCF and Marshall, will the MidAmerican Conference crumble within
the next two years? Magic 8-Ball says:
You may rely on it.
With Miami of Ohio, Toledo,
Northern Illinois and Bowling Green
left to. carry the conference prestige,
the MAC will receive more bad news
when NCAA President Myles Brand
enforces a new NCAA Division 1-A .
attendance policy.
Under this new rule, any team that
fails to admit at least 300 fans per game
will be sent back down to Division 1AA. Schools like Buffalo, Eastern
Michigan, Central Michigan and Kent
State will · all be devastated, as combined they total about as many patrons
as an Amish strip club.
Third question: Will Conference
USA ever be eligible for BCS status?
Magic 8-Ball says: Outlook good.
After the Big East and MAC buckle,
C-USA will be left as ·the lone outsider
. conference. Brand will realize what a
powerhouse UCF is and immediately
grant the program whatever is
demanded. UCF's only request? Let the
fans have what they really want: UCF
in the national championship.
'world peace breaks out as the
Knights trounce the Arizona Cardinals
in the Sugar Bowl. Oh, I almost forgot,
the NFL has also imposed a skunk rule
on the professional teams and anyone
who fails to score a point all se~on will
be sent down to the college level
TCU and Marshall will finish with
.500 records for the rest of eternity
after Satan repeals his pact with their
respective head coaches.
Final
question:
Will
the
Southeastern Conference dump
Vanderbilt any time soon and take the
only logical step and ask UCF to
become an all-sports member? Magic
8-Ball says: Signs point to yes.
Also, I'm going to marry Britney
Spears and win my first Pulitz.er before
Iturn27.
The 8-Ball does not lie.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@U(Fnews.tllm
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wllltl!d: General
125 Help Wllltl!d: 5ales/Mallletin
· 150 HelpWllltl!d:Part·Tnne
. 175 HelpWllltl!d:~Tlme
200 For RentHomes
m For RentApartments
250 Roommates'
275 Sublease
300 ForSale:General
325 ForSale:~
350 For Sale: Homes

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AO

Monday - Friday
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lfm HELP WANTED:
~Full-time

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1·800·965·6520 ext 107.
Customer Service. FT/PT, A.M./P.M.
shifts avail. Must be outgoing and people
oriented. Cash incentives, theme park
priveldges and product discounts. Quiet
Flight Surf Shop. Call 407-224-2125 or
apply in person : Universal CityWalk.
Security Officers for Pointe Orlando.
FT/PT, Good pay and flexible hours.
Apply in person: 9101 International Dr. or
fax resume to 407-248-2838.
Experience not required.

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377-3978

Teac~

Build your body and you bank account.
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck is
looking for both FT and PT team members
to.move residential ahd commercial
customers. Must be neat in appearance,
have clean driving record, strong work
ethic, and excellent customer service
skills. We offer excellent wages + tips, and
bonuses. Lift the phone and call us today!
407-816-0916. We are located west of the
airport at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
WW1N.paidonlineopinions.com.
On site maintenance/manfiger for an
· apartment complex 3 blocks from UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Call Oak Tree Apt. at
321-229-1426 ask for Amber.

in Japan!

AEON Corp. is recruiting individuals to teach English 'in one Qf OQ.f
280 schools located throughout Japan.

Recruiting .
in Florida
December 7-9,
Dec'03 grads earning BA/BS. Competitive salary, housing as~ist.;
furn'd apt. Please send resume &1 page essay entitled, 1'Why I
Want to Live & Work :in Japan'' by Nov. 21 to: AEON, 230 Park
Ave., #JOOO, New York, NY 10169, ot email application material's

to:aeonnyc@aeonet:com
*Wo~·d

Movie Extras/Models Needed
For local casting calls.
No exp. or age req.
Earn up to $200 a day.
1-888-820·0167.

Need Money?
Work from Home aroung your schedule
·
For more information visit:
www.myorlandobiz.com
Be sure to click on "Learn More"
Valet Parking • Positions starting at
$9 • $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-84,1-7275
. Mon-Fri 9am-5prri or leave voicemail.
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You can Eam commiSslons on Hundreds ol Local Pbone BllS

This Is Your Opponunitv!
Become Your own Boss!
• No Employees
• No Inventory
• Port-time I Full-time
• No Deliveries
• Great Income Potential • No Experience Necessary
Fastest Growing Comoanv in The Fastest

·~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii......,
Sound too good? Call and get the focts today!
24 hour recorded information hotline.
1-888-366-8323
Www.Excellifestyles.Com
For an immediate response cal~ Rob at: 407-970-7404

Get paid to travel.
Teach English in China.
321-287-1556 ask for James
or e-mail JCTT1916@yahoo.com
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Need girls 16-25.to part. No hgt, wgt, or
performing talent. All contestants receive
hair, make-up and modeling instr.
Numerous prizes will be awarded.
Marylou- 407-275-0513.
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!
Outback Steakhouse on Redbug and
Tuskawilla Rd. Now Hiring for servers,
host, bus boys and cooks. Servers must
have 2 yrs. exp. Must be willing to work
holidays. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m.or
Call for appt. 407-699-0900.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

No Avon Lady where you live or
work? Great opportunity for you!
Call Joy at 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvlsor.com.
Imagine getting paid every time the
'phone rings or somebody logs onto the
internet. We're looking for motivated
people to launch our service.
407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146.

150
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131 .
Phone Sales.
M • F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Nanny for a 4 yr old boy. M-Th 1-6:00pm.
F 8-6:00 pm. Must have own vehicle,
good driving record, & references.
Students welcome. Fax resume to
407-359-2842.
10-15 hrs. per week position to
assemble, test, and package the
orbiTouch Keyless Keyboard; a unique
and new product. Flexible hrs. Relaxed
atmosphere. Winter Park/Maitland area.
$6.25/hr. Call 407-622-7774
or email elaine@keybowl.com.

PT Cleaning/Supervision, Eves.
Cleaners Pay $6.50-7.50/ hour.
Supervisors $8.00-10.00/hour. Looks
good on resume, Flex hours. Must be
neat, honest, reliable. 407-481 -0180.
Wanted nursery caregiver. Flexible
schedule, some weekdays, some
evenings. Children are infants through
kindergarten. Please call Kathy
Bradshaw at First United Methodist
Church of Winter Park at 407-644-2906.

Do you like.~.•
•.A work
location near UCF?
'
• A casual work environment?·
• Flexible hours?
•,Great pay?
Then Trader Publishing
isforyQu!

Ice Sculpting by Computer Design
for opportunities with south Orlando
company as a production assistant,
fax resume to HR Dept,
407 816-7150
Gteat opportunity with a local moving
company looking for customer ~eNice
representative. Wages commensurate
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $89? to $1295. Call'
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.
2 rooms avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $475/mth. All util.
incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.
4/3 H,ome For Rent. Great to~ Students.
Walking dist. to YMCA. 3 min. to UCF.
$425 per rm. incl. util.
Call 407-207-0429 or 407-592-5075.
Waterford L.akes • ••NEw·· townhouse,
GREAT location, 3/2.5 w/ loft, garage,
security system, and gated community
wl pool. 1872 sq. ft. $1185/mo.
770-329-2584.

2bd/2ba Condos within walking distance
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail.
Basketball, volleyball, t!lnnis and pool.
Quiet complex starting at $775/mo.
· Call or email Cindy at L.A. Real Estate.
407-679-2600 or
cindyhinkley@earthlink.net.
2bed/2 bath home close to Colonial and
Dean Road. W/D. Big drive-way and
back yard '!'JI fence. $700/mo.
Call Lida at 407-923-9186 or
407-282-7259'.
Waterford Lakes- Brand New Super Nice
4bd/2-1 /2 ba, 2-story, 2 car gar, lg bds,
all appliances. Many upgrades. ceiling
fans,& conservation lot.
$1490. Awesome!!! 40.7-833-0063.
UCF I Suncrest. 3/2 with tiled sunroom.
$1200/mo. + sec., incl, lawn svc. N/ S.
Avail. immediately. 407-977-7197.

RENT:
( ~FOR
~ Apartments
Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnishEid, all util. incl.,
etherne\, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.
Room for rent In 4/4 at Village of
Alafaya Club. F only. $465/mo. all
utll. Incl. except ethernet. Wllllng to
help out with fees. Avail. ASAP!!!
Lease 'tll 08/04. Call 407·366·8495.
1 dormitory room available for sublease.
Shuttle to UCF. Less than a block from
UCF. Includes 12 meal plan· on site
cafeteria. Asking $600. Grad rooms
available. Call 407-781-3752
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen wl desk, book shelves,
'dresser, ·walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining are~. couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS, "
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
' 407-366-2650.

California Yogurt is hiring friendly &
reliable people to work nights &
weekends. 20 mins. from UCF in the new
'Winter Springs Town Center on SR 434.
Call 407-327-1122 or stop by!

2bd/2ba Remodeled Apartment for Rent.
Avail. by room or whole apt. 1 min. from
UCF on Foxhunt Ln. $750/mo + util.
WID, Lg bedrooms, very neat and clean.
Call 407-382-7115 or 321 -299-2540.

Need extra cash? ·
$500 • $1500 PIT.
Free Information.
www.everything2gain.com ·

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 321 -229-1426.

WANTED:
Students To Take
Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +·

Get Paid Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection

or apply at 61 SA Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

1/1 apt 5 mins from UCF. Move in
Dec/Jan. No deposit. Pets allowed. W/D.
Walk in closet. Lots of space. Rent incls.water and cable w/ HBO.
Call 407-658-0836.

WON'T LAST LONG!
1/1 in 212 Jefferson Lofts apt. Furnished.
All u!ils. included: high speed internet,
reserved parking, 7 HBOs, W/D.
Rent negotiable. Available immediately.
Call Jason @ 732-979-5496 (cell).

In luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.
Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2 bed I 2 bath. 1,200 sq. ft.
Vaulted ceilings. W/D. New tile.
Rent $675/mo. Dep $600. 407-249-3845.

to

Fo~ More Info, Please Visit

www.SurveysForStudents.com

M roommate wanted for 212 at Dockside
condos. $500/mo incl. everything: W/D,
util, cable, internet, pool, tennis courts,
Call Rich (cell) 727-542-7938 or email at
rgreen@tampabay'.rr.com.
·

Studio apartment starting from
January to May. Less than 1 mile
from UCF. Unfurnished. Gated apt.
community. $525/mo.
706-254-0791.
1.M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House.
December rent free. $451 /mo. Incl. util.,
cable; 3 HBO's, and ethernet. Move-in
after fall classes. Call Amanda ·
407-381-5587 or leave message.
Room for Rent in 3/3 at Jefferson
Commons. Fully furn., all util. incl., free
shuttle to UCF, free tan, cable, HBO, etc.
Avail. ASAP. Lease 'til 08/04. $45 moves
you inlll Call anytime 407-41 4-6427.
Jefferson Commons 4/4 apt. w/ resort
style pool view. Must be F student. All
amenities incl. Carport. $510/mo. incl.
util. Needed ASf.P. 352-255-5375.

FREE ·R.ENT

1b/1b in 4b/4b in Village at Science Drive
Apartment for Sublease ASAP!
Furnished and includes utilities.
No security deposit. November's rent is
free! Call 407-739-2182.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

1 F for 212 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $545/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D. $0 fees. DEC or earlier.
Contact Emily 407-758-9997.

f! needed for a 1/ 1 in a 4/2 at Northgate

Nov. Rent Free!
3rd female roommate needed immed. for
nice 3/2 house near campus. No cats
please. $315/mo. Call Brooke at
407-482-5372 or ltcglaser10@yahoo.com.

Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

1 bedroom for rent in Jefferson
Commons in a 2bed/2bath apt. Fully
furnished. 1 min. outside UCF. With
many amenities. All utiis. included in
$580 mo. rent. Please contact John at
516-429-0005 or 631-864-6923.

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment

Graduating? Need a job?

or PDF files only. www.aeonet.com

11 ~ i) tillf1:Ilf1 I:If$9

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume wl pay request to 407-658-6103.

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
ti)
.....,.,,,..,,.
mj1 FOR RENT:
lW:.t
Roommates
Male needs M/F roommate for
412 house. Close to UCF. Wooded
area, large yard, hardwo~d floors,
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, phone,
digital cable, high-speed wireless
Internet & storage, $415/mo.
Call for info 321 ·230·0658.
Room avail. for female in Northgate
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furnished
4br/4ba, all util. and ethernet incl.
$470/mo plus move-in fees. Avail. Now
to 8/04. Call Kristina @ 941-685-3457.
3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent incls. util. phbne,
DSL, cable, W/D, alarm system and
garage parking. Available immediately.
Call 407-282-6250.
UCFArea:
Home in a quiet neighb0rhood, 1 mile
from UCF. $425 includes utilities,
WI D, DSL. 407-366-9391(H)
407-823-0214(W) 407-400-01 OO(B)
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 'bdrm hqme on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461 -5101 or
239-633-9400.
Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off'ot McCulough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971 -2428.
Looking for M/F to live in a 3/2 house w/
a professional F. 5 miles from UCF.
$400/mo. incl. everything. internet incl.
\
Large yard. W/D. 407-834-4000.
l

4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.
Need 2 Female Roommates to share
4B/2.5B home in Waterford Lakes . .Prefer
grad students or faculty. N/ S. No pets.
$395/mo. $100 deposit, half utilities.
Open Lease. Call Alex 407-758-1068.
1 clean roommate needed in furnished
3/2 house one mi. from UCF. Bedroom
unfurnished. No pets. $450/mo. util. incl.,
WID, cable and DSL. Call 321-377-0808
or 407:577-9051 .
M/F needed for a 1b in a large 4b twostory house. Located behind UCF in the
Ashington Park development. $450/mo &
all util. incl. w/ cable + satellite.
Call Jason @' 407-382-8907.

No Place Like Home
:3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF,

Lakes Apt. $399/mo.incl. all util.
Furnished, W/D, internet, cable. Great
Roommates! Avail. Dec. 15.
Call Natalie at 904-699-2749.

1/1 in 3/3 apt. '
In Pegasus Landing.' All util. incl. Free
cable, HBO and ethernet. $475/mo.
M/F. No deposit, no fees.
Dec. rent is paid! Call 407-362-2913.
Apt. for rent @ Village of Alafaya Club.
Pool, workout room, basketball ct, good
parking, valet trash. Great people to live
with. Only $470 includes all. Avail
immediately. Call 407-312-2192.
1 F for 4/2 apt. at Pegasus Pointe. Fully
furn., all util. incl., ethernet, cable, alarm;
WID. and free shuttle. No Move-in fee.
$445/mo. Move-in ASAP.
Call 321-438-1343 or 407-532-3132.
1bd/1 ba F. N/S for 3/3 in Jeffersor Lofts.
Fully furn., all util. incl., Brand New!
HUGE walk-in closet • MUST SELL! Nov.
rent is paid - Avail. NOW! $586/mo.
Call-407-362-4258 or 561-252-5660.

Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus
Landing. $465/mo. incl. all util., cable, 3
HBO's, and ethernet. Fully furn. Free
shuttle to UCF. Move-in after finals. $350
moves you in. Call 407-362-4394.
· M/F fqr a 1/1 in a 414 2-story Jefferson
Lofts. $575 incls. util. cable, internet,
. tanning, parking & the upstairs bedroom.
Available immediately. 321-689-9279.

Bed - Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty, $85. 407-275-0935.
Dell 2400 Computer, 19' Flat Mon, 40GB
HD, 2.2GHz, 128 Ram, Windows XP,
56K modem, 48x cd ram, software pack,
I YR Warranty BRAND NEW, IN BOX!
On campus $700/BO Call Joe at
407-748-1557, fauvel@mac.com
Dell Latitude C600. 750 MHz, 256
MB of ram, Network Interface Card,
56k modem. 20 GB HD and 24x CD
Rom. $589.00. Call Tony
321"231-2207.
Selling 2 piece wood dresser for $25.
Sleeper sofa for $30. Rocker/recliner for
$20. Small desk for $10. Queen size bed
for $30. 2 Fisher speakers for $20.
Please call at 407 -359-9004.
BEDROOM SET • 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $450. 407-275-0612. •
Bed - Brand new double-sided plus!)
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $~50. 407-383-0585.

Bedroom Set for Sale
incl. a full size waterbed, a nightstand, a
dresser w/ attached mirror, a desk w/ a
hutch, and matching chair. $500 obo.
Call 407·282-0262.
·Queen size bed w/ black wrought iron
head/footboard incl. mattress, box spring
& bedframe. $125 obo. 1 Chest of
drawers for $1 o. 1 Chest of drawers
for $30. Call 407-249-2464.
DINING ROOM SET· Comlete with
table, chairs, lit hutch & buffet, brand
new, $995. 407-275-0935.

pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.
Female Roommate needed for 212 condo
1 mi. from UCF. Fully furn. $500/mo.
util. incl. Move-in anytime. Call Sara at
407-971-9354 or 239-281 -1937.
Room avail. in 412 house min. from UCF
at Waterford Lakes. Fully furnished
wl two closets and private bathroom.
$400/mo. incl. util. + internet.
Call 321 -663-1406.
Female roommate wanted for 212 at
Jefferson Commons. $460 per month all ·
amenities included. Avail Dec/Jan.
Call Dana 561-385-2899
& leave message.

92' Honda Accord EX. Black. A/C.
Automatic. Runs great! $2250 obo.
407-277-0010.
1998 Saturn SL 1. Silver. 5 speed,
One owner. ?Ok miles. Great condition.
$3250 obo. Call 407-383·22n.

!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES II
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Qon't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified• and beats
most independent shop rates!

)
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UCF Area. 2BRl2BA Modular Home.
960 aqft. Split floorplan. Appllances
stay. Located 112 ml. East of Alafaya
on Eaat Colonlal Dr. In Deerwood
Communlty.1535 Barkwood Ln.
Asking $24,900. Cell 407-616-9989.

NEED A LAWYER?
CALLA-A-AAttomey Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Crimin~! Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wron.gful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health, and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.

Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce moAthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAt counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Grouj:I
discounts for 6+.
www.sprlngbreakdlscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
Stuck on a tough term paper'?
ThePaperExperts.com can help! Expert'
writers will help you with editing, writing,
graduate school applications. We'll help
on any subject - visit us 24/7 at
ThePaperExperts.com

ACADEMIC TUTORING .
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Are you a disabled UCF student
past or present? Has the university
or Instructors failed to provide you
with proper accommodations?
Please contact UCFISWRONG@aol.com Discretion 100% assured.

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, .have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.

EVENTS:
I~
~Campus
KAPPA SOCCER
Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout Items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407·239-7636
AA Meetings
Tuesdays, 6:30 pm
Campus Wellness Center
Avail. for students, staff and faculty.

818911
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Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/14/04.
P.raise & worship, and black gospel.
We'll help you raise your support.
407-273-4454
www.MlsslonToJapan.org

Prices indude:

CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT?

Drowning In Debt?

Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
. Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
•
407-657·9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd.
Sheryl Shaw 407-699-0202

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK

SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. Ca!I for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).
APll8lachla Travel

1-800-861-5018
Www.BahamaSun.com
We'll beat an11 Package Price!

ACROSS
1 Overbearing
6 Tex-Mex choice
10 Max af "Barney
Miller"
14 Remove knots
15 Lab medium
16 Commute
17 "Giant" ranch
18 Long jump
record holder
1968-91
20 Generous
22 Grassy ground .
23 Every last one
24 Tim or Beryl
27 Schon and
Hefti
31 Actress
Suzanne
34 Apia's country
35 Tree-root
parastte
37 Lay low the
lawn
38 Cape Tain'aron
41 Infected patches
ol skin
44 Pique
. 45 Smiled derisively
47 Scorches
50 Rouses to
impatience
54 Ms. Bernhardt
55 Back talk
56 Back of a bus.
57 Pinch
59 Saki's name
62 Type ol Western
or squash
67 Cathedral
instrument
68 First-rate
69 Tide type .
70 Feudal lord
71 Probabilities
72 Knight and
Kennedy
73 Slalom curves

...

L o n d o n ... '. ....._.... $ 3 7 6
P a r i ,s .. . . . ... . ....... $ 4 3 3
Brussel s ••.•.•..••. $484
D en ve r ... ... .. ..... $281
B oston •••....••.... $174'

you,

Fare is round trip from Orlando. Subject to change and availability.
Tax not incl uded. 1 Restrictions end blackouts apply.

2 nights+ transfers+ activities

free makeover[
Find a look that expresses your style, your

See yourself in a whole new way wifh a

New O rleans . ...... $110
Las V egas . . . ... . . ... $113
San F r ancisco ...• .'.$131
Van couver . ......... $141
Mia mi. .. . .••... . .... . $160

personality, your life. Coll me to create a fdbulous look that's
uniquely you. You'll love what you

discover.

DOWN
1 Gunnysack
material
2 "The Iceman
Cometh'
dramatist
3 Maintaining
equilibrium
4 Sellin~

Ne w Vork ... ..... . .. . $192
( irfare not included)

Jennifer Hassani
- Independent Beauty Consultoni
www.marykoy.com/jhassani

407.281.9918

WIN $10,000 Cash in the Fall/ Holiday Sweepstakes
Visit my web site for details - no purchase necessary
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Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

Senior Staff Writers

•Cover amajor beat;and produce 1wotime~ news stories each week

•Write cx:casiooq news stories, edifor'"1ls aOO'heidief

•(orinate pOOtos, hednes ollf lllQ8 designs

60 Double agent
61 Author Leon
62 _ Paulo
63 Peas' place
'64 Furthermore
65 Gaiter's gadget
66 Smidgen

•No. 2newsroom jOb
•Sim duties for shapiig and <EignillJ newssfories and~ oo dedne
•Write ocmsimq news stories, emtoriak ai-d heolnes
'

Ufeslyfes &tdcr
• /\$ign ollf edit feature, tuburemlf trend stories onMne ,

staff Phot0graphers

•,lncreme t1HOfel1e5S md readership
• Deve~ campaig~ and new distribution locations
•Help wifh.promotions and dient relationships

• Shod cl ~mt ooe igsignment per mue
• ~ mdr i aaurcle mpooninformation

Spans &lltor
• As,ggn and edit !,Q11e and feature stolils on NCM and dubSjQls oo OOadline

Marketing Direetor

Display and Closs~ied Stiles Reps.
• Make outbound md take inbound d5play or classified sales calk
• Maiitain current dents and ackl new Q!Jes

-Copy&lbor

• Coonloote ~ headlines and lXIQ8 designs

Lcwout Editor

Photo Editor I Assistant Photo&litor

• Coordioote and~ news, sports and feature photo 0$ignmenls
•Shod cl ~~ 1wo ~efits per l$ue
• Clfed ilfurmalion and revise photo mptions ondeadline

News &lier

• Proofread al stories usilg Associated Press sfyle on dedrie
•Foo-check and correct errors on deadSne
•Write headliiies ond phQto capiom on deadtine
'

Positions all offer fu~t_or partial tuition scholarships!

RECENT AWARDS:

Don't wait for grad_uation to get a.iob ·in iournalism.

National Pacemaker

Newsroom recruiters value experience,
and the Central Florida Future provides it.

Associated College Press

Fall 2003

Best in the Southeast
.Society of Professional Journalists
Spring 2003

Best Classified Section
College Newspaper Business &Ad Managers
2002 and 2003

Best Front Page News Design
Stadeat Society of News Design
Spriag 2003

::I

0 s
0,,

407-273-2606

• Design neYS, spot1s and lifestyles pages on doodhle
.• Eonce~e and execute ~lt,istralionsl charts OOd other gr"hk eements a; needed
• ~witl1 ed'llors on,~ and placement of stories

• Mm9 edtcmfstoff and meetings; 5iglJ news slories, ed°d oo &Kdirie

• Covern ~IN such as foolbal, bmketbal or lxiseld
• Coordixe~ heodlines and lllQ8 designs
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FREE TOWING ·
AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
SPECIAL UCF DISCOUNTS

WHERE DO YOU FIT IN? Your student newspaper is accepting applications for the following positions:
•T" newsroom job
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48 Mountain
chains
49
tzu
51 Slig~t traces
52 Infuriate
53 Tea biscuits
58 C!osely confined

IThe Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968 I
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IP 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All fight$tetervecl.

5 Fiscal period
6 Ping-Pong
7 In the past
8 Taxi
9 Spheres
1O Premium quality
11 Purpose
12 Words at the
altar
·
13 Ex-QB Dawson
19 Ages and ages
21 Sports venues
25 "_My Party"
26 Car franchises
28 Peas for a
peashooter
29 Birdbrain
30 Old sayings
32 Mineral spririg
33 Groovy
.36 _the thougtit!
38 Shoot wide
39 Territory
40 Briny droplet
42 In position
43 Actress Lupino
46 Memorable
period
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CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

Honeymoon Specialists • Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and Ideas. for every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.
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Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations - including Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica,. Caribbean hot spots
and more.
Why go wtth anyone else. Limited offer·
call now. Commission rep positions also
available no'?ofl 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.c<;>m

1

View all classifieds online anytlm~ at
www.UCFnews.com! Call today for
new ad placement 407-447-4555
or e-mail classifieds@UCFnews.com

"

Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com .
or call 1-888-Spring Br.eak.

discover a .

Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Nowl OR
Gain energy and mental alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com. ·
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Searching for an
ideal brew is easy
at abeer festival unless you hate beer
BRANDON HARDIN
Staff.Writer

MATIHEW WRIGHT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Reporter Brandon Hardin is not much of a beer drinker,
but went along on the outing for the sport of it:

The trvo UCF student~ stood
outside the gates, plastic cups
gripped firmly; impatiently waiting as the clock ticked down to
the official start of the event.
"C'mon! Twelve minutes!"
said Anthony Arceri, 22, while
pacing.
. · Finally, 3 p.m. rolled around,
and it was time to go to work.
We went to work drinking
beer.
It was the 5th Annual Orlando
Beer Festival at Universal
CityWfilJ.(, and Arceri and I had a
dream to live out - to sample
beer.S from dozens of vendors. .
Once the beer started flowing
like wine - carbonated, yellow,
yeasty wine -Arceri and I decided to start the day off with an
imported product, just like any
true American would. Sapporo
Premium, a .Japanese beer, filled
my cup to the 2-ounce line. I
tilted my head back and
swallowed it in two gulps. It
was then that I remembered
I don't really like beer.
This wasn't a completely
masochistic excur-

sion, however. After all, why
would someone who doesn't like
beer go to a beer festival? Simple.
I figured that with more than 130
types of beer, I was bound to find
one I liked.
We took three steps to our left
and found ourselves at the Coors
brewery tent, where Arceri found
his favorite beer, Killian's Irish
Red. "[The beer festival] is gonna
be fantastic! Killian's! Woo!"
exclaimed Arceri, gleeful at the
deep-red beverage in his cup.
I wished I had his enthusiasm.
Killian's tasted just like Sapporo
to me. I started to think that I
· wasn't.meant to drink beer. .
We left the Coors tent after a
quick · blast of Mike's Hard
Lemonade, and then it was time
. to move on.
Walking downhill from the first
tent, we could see the scope of the
festival. White brewer's tents
stood out of the concrete desert of
CityWalk like small oases.
Throngs of people, stranded in a
sea of sobriety; ambled around
with cups to rectify the situation.
The next tent was the apple of
my eye. Green Mountain
Beverage brought along a bevy of
ciders, which I enjoyed. This
renewed my hopes. I was 10 minutes into the beer festival, and
while I still hadn't found a beer I
.liked, at least I found something.
Arceri; on the other hand, didn't seem to have any problems at
all. Thus far he liked everything.
At 3:15 p.m., the buzzer at
NBA City buzzed, and a man in a
cowboy hat knew the

time exactly, without having to
look at the clock.
"Ws time for more beer!" he
exclaimed.
Meanwhile, Arceri snagged an
inflatable beer can from the Pabst
Blue Ribbon tent. Many brewers
gave out freebies, but none were
as good as that caIJ.I.
We moved on, and had a taste
of Mexico with Dos Equis Amber.
I was beginning to wonder if all
the taps in this place went to one
huge keg.
We next stopped at the
Yuengling tent, where Arceri had
Yuengling lager and I had Black &
Tan. The black color of the Black
& Tan disproved my "one large
keg" theory, but it did not make
me a beer believer.
' Walking away from the tent,
Arceri belched.
"Oh yeah, good times. And so
it begins," he said:
''.And so it begins?" I thought to
myself. Just six samples into my
afternoon of alcohol, and I
was already getting
weary of my quest.
You could tell
which brewery tent
staffers really cared
for their beer, and
which didn't. While
some sloshed beer into
people's cups, others
slowly ~nd reverently
poured. The Heineken·
staff member, a big, burly
man who poured my beer,
didn't waste a drop or
cau.se the beer to foam as
he poured. Truly, he was a
skilled craftsman.
PlEASE'5EE LITTL~ ON B8

·Throwdown explores elements of«hip-hop .
tling. "Hip-hop is based in bravado. You got to show you're the
best by tearing the next man
down. Nobody's going to end up
on top if there is no battle or conflict within the craft."
Another pillar in the fourpronged infrastructure is break
FAITHMAGINLEY
StaffWriter
dancing, which the Thi'owdown
had plenty of. Upon entering the
UCF does not typically offer 9
gym, patrons were sm:rounded
p.m. classes. But last Friday; stuby dizzying dancers performing
dents of hip-hop assembled for
acrobatics known to no other
an event that could have been
dance form. The stiff competition
renamed Hip-Hop 101. School
featured several teams of .
was officially in
dancers· in a
session at the
war of the
Throwdown.
choreographiThe gym in
cally
the Education
advanced,
Complex
complete with
housed one of
gymnastics, ·
the largest hipeye-popping
ROB MELENDEZ I CENIBAL FLORIDA FUTURE
hop
experibody contor- Music powered the party, but there was competition in other areas as well when Elements hip-hop dub hosted its Throwdown last weekend.
ences UCF has
tions and head
seen
this
who observe and appreciate the track itself. I look at it as live culture has become a worldwide
- LUIS CARABALLO spinning.
semester.
PRESIDENT, ELEMENTS HIP-HOP CLUB
One of the science of beat juggling.
production. It's using the turnta- phenomenon. Observers includHosted by the
"DJing is a deconstruction of bles as an instrument, like a gui- ed people who were old enough
most misunUCF hip-hop
derstood ele- the sound," said Earl "SPS" tar or horn."
to remember hip-hop's beginclub Elements, the event featured . assault of lyrical punch lines an~ ments of hip-hop culture repre- Mike, a 28-year-old Orlando resiParticipants were judged on nings, as well as every n.a tioruilia smorgasborli of talent. wit. Fast-paced improvisation sented at the Throwdown. was dent. "You take a track that is on their technique, beat manipula- ty and background imaginable.
Festivities included representa- skills are a must to succeed in the DJ battle. This type of DJing, vinyl and you manipulate it with tion, originality and cleanliness
Molecular biology major Matt
.tions of the four elements of hip- this creative form of verbal chess. unlike what can be heard in the your own hands and create a of the sound.
Walker, 20, enjoy-a watching the
hop: emceeing, disc jockeying,
Senior Jason "J ay Roe" Rose club, is not meant to be danced whole new beat , or you create
The crowd that gathered in
break dancing and graffiti. Each e lained the significance of bat~ to. ·The{>J battle is for listener s something tht; wasn't in the the gym illustrat how hip-hop
P.LEASE SEE DIVERSE ON.JI&
..__..._~~~~~~~~~.U.-~~~~~~~~~.;!_~~~~~~~~~--...:L..'~~~~~~~~~.1....-~~~~~~ '
q~

Verbal battles,,beat
control highlight
hip-hop celebration

is an art form in its own right,

and the multicultural crowd was
dazzled by some of Florida's
finest craftsmen at work.
"This is about reaching out to
people who don't really know
anything about the culture. They
just see it as flashy stuff on TV
and don't really take · time to
understand it," said Elements .
President L_uis Caraballo, a sophomore.
The emcee battle, . a crowd
favorite, featured two or more
emcees participating in a verbal

"This is about reaching out to people who·..
don't really know anything about the
culture. They just see it as flashy stuff on TV
and don't really take time to understand it."

...::.::~~Ron~·~d~~F=m=uf~e-·~No~v~em~b~er~1~~~200~3::__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__;,:_--_;_~~~~~~~~___.:._:_~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ B7
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Best bets on Central Florida's
arts and entertainment calendar

exhibit runs through Feb. 29.
The museum is located at 900
E. Princeton St. Admission is $4
for adults and $1 for students
with a valid ID. Call 407-2464278 for more information.

Tuesday,Nov.11
School's closed! Woo hoo!
Now that is a reason to celeSenior Staff Writer
brate on Veteran's Day. So since
there are no classes today, why
not take a road trip to the
Monday,Nov.10
African-American heritage Volusia County Fair? The fair
is one . of culture and strong showcases many natural wonspiritual affirmation. The ders such as Blaze
Mennello Museum of American· the World Famous
Folk Art showcases just that Balloon-Blowing
Who
with its newest exhibit Goat.
"Testimony:
Vernacular wouldn't
African-American Art from the want to
South." The exhibit presents see
African-American art that
defines the social injustice
and long strugg1e for
freedom experienced
in the South. These
powerful images out of
magazines and television offer cryptic personal
symbolism in the form of
paintings and sculptures. The SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

DANA DELAPI

that? Plus there is always the
midway to enjoy. Tuday, admiss~n for students 18 and under
is free from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., and
g-eneral admission is $7. Dollarride night is also going on today,
where all rides on the midway
are $1 per person. The fair is
located at the Volusia County
Fairgrounds in Deland and the
gates open at noon. The fair
runs through Sunday. Call 386734-9515 for more information.

Orlando Magic, that is. That's
right -T-Mac and the boys are
tearing up the TD Waterhouse
Centre again tonight. This time
they face the Memphis
Grizzlies at 7 p.m. After the disappointing losses of the past
week, here's hoping the Magic
can cast a spell on those rowdy
Grizzlies. Grab a few friends
and support Orlando's own.
Tickets . can be purchased at
any Ticketmaster outlet or by
calling 407-89-MAGIC.

~ ~ J. ~ .Jt.!JJ. -,
Board Certified Gyn~cology
Preventive/Wellness Core • Family Planning • Teen Issues
Depo • PMS/Menopause Counseling • Menstrual Disorders
Abnormal Pop Treatments • In/Out Patient GYN Surgery

Wednesday,Nov.12

If you were hooked on the Thursday, Nov. 13
TV show "Survivor" and you
Want to find a new dream
like stand-up comedy, then machine? Or maybe you're just
tonight you need to be at the infatuated with smooth bodies,
Orlando Improv. That's right, fast engines and leather seats.
it's "Comedy Survivor," the If you fit the bill, check out the
game in which 10 comedians Tampa Bay International Auto
struggle to outwit, outlast and Show; which showcases tradioutplay each other. The local tional cars as well as luxury
comics compete for cash prizes and concept cars. In addition to
and a chance to snag a coveted the
Hondas,
Chryslers,
booking at the Improv. Volkswagens and Fords, look
Members of the audi- for the cars priced in the six-fig- ·
ence g-et in on the ure zone from Maserati, Ferrari
action by decid- and Lamborghini. The highlight
ing who will of this year's event is the
stay and who · Sparrow; an environmentally
is voted ·off friendly, enormously expensive
the island . . . one-seater,
three-wheeled
mean; cruise can.
I
stage.
The show runs through
Tickets are Sunday at the Tampa Bay
$1b.
Call Convention Center. Admission
321-281is $8 for adults and $4 for stu8000
for dents with a valid ID. Call 813reservations.
274-8511 for more information.

There is magic
in the air once again. The

Dana Delapi can be reached at
dana@UCFnews.com

Governor-elect also killing machine
NEW ON DVD
MIKE RIEGEL
Lifestyles Editor

He told you he'd be back:
'Terminator 3: Rise of the
- Machines'
That John Connor and his
terminator - they're always
trying to save humanity from
total annihilation.
Arnold Schwarzenegger
reprises his role as the T100 sent back in time to protect Connor (Nick Stahl)
from a far-superior enemy.
The villain in this third
installment is played by
Kristanna Loken; she is the
epitome of girl power as the
T-X, a terminator designed to
kill terminators.
We pick up the saga roughly 10 years after Connor and_
his mother destroyed Skynet
in the ·insanely popular
"Terminator 2: Judgment
Day." The nuclear apocalypse
has been prevented, but
Connor still lives
the radar
~ ~ without a residence, phone
number or anything else that
can be tracked by computer.
He is still haunted by his past,
and a future that is no lollg'er
certain.
Unlike the first ,two films,
which were directed by James
Cameron, Jonathan Mostow is
at the helm here. (Also absent
is Linda Hamilton as Sarah
Connor.) The tone is considerably lighter, too, with m6re
jokes than fans are used to.
The budget reportedly
came in at around $172 million, but the film only made ·
about $150 million domestically. With an extra disc of special features, the DVD should
drjve sales and rentals
enough to make up the difference.

off

Aperfect title:'Dumb and
Dumberer: When Harry
Met Lloyd' .
It can be tough to make a .
prequel work. Ask George,
Lucas and Jar Jar Binks.
That's just one of the problems with this attempt to copy
the success of "Dumb and
Dumber." This movie is miss. ing Jim Carrey, Jeff Daniels
• · and all of the funny jokes.
~
Please allow me to elabo: rate. "Dumb and Dumberer"
is a stupid movie. How stupid
is it?
If this movie were handed a
rock and told to throw it so it
hit the ground, the movie
would miss. If this movie were
asked to breathe, it would
hold its breath and suffocate.
If this movie ...
OK, I think you g-et the

..

idea. ·

More Affleck and Damon:

'Geny'

.

It's true! This movie fea"1res both Matt Damon and
Casey Affleck!

That's right. Casey Affleck
stars in this movie; he's the little
brother of that other Affleck.
Sorry to pull your chain, but I
have a word count to fulfill.
"Gerry" chronicles the journey
of two young men (Affleck and
Damon) who walk around and g-et
lost in picturesque places. They
get lost, do nothing about it, and
say little. There's no discernable
story or plot.
This is about as "artsy'' as a
film can be, so il nonsense is
your thing, take thiS one home
tomorrow night. But be sure to
snuggle with it afterwards even weird movies need to
feel loved.

different groups of ignorant, con- famous.
fused younp,sters in the same
Like 2fac and Notorious B.I.G.,
house and ti:.ped it. While ruining Ritter is almost as prolific in death
the credibility of America's youth, as he was in life. In absentia, he
these crazy kids also found the still was the main attraction in his
time to hook up. Iri order to make first posthumous episode of his hit
money, MTV has put all of these 1sitcom, "8 Simple Rules for Dating
affairs on one convenient disc.
My TeenagB Daughter" - so popYou'll see tales of captivating ular, they've already broadcast it
romances such as the time when twice- and now fans will be able
that one guy and that other girl to once again enjoy the zany
"did it." Other notable moments antics of the clumsy Jack Tripper
include when those two
and his hot roommates.
chicks totally made
...,...,.......,,......,___
In its own right,
out, and those
"Three's Company'' was
dudes
were
a hug-a network sucnaked in the
cess and a show that
hot tub.
pushed the established boundaries
of what was acceptI'm sure it's just
Let's celebrate debauchery:
acoincidence:
able on network TY.
'MTV's The Real World:
'Three's
The DVD features
Hook-Ups'
Company: Season
the
first
six
Are you shallow and One'
'¥
episodes of the
Self-absorbed? Do pooshow; including the
I'm sure this
ple describe you as was scheduled for
pilot.
mentally unstable? release a long time
Does the absence of ago. This is definitely 1
, coherent thought in not a shady attempt to
your head ever capitalize on John
make you uncom- · Ritter's death by
fortable?
releasing the first
If I described season of the
you in that previ- show that
ous paragraph, made
you're proba- liim
bly on this new
DVD. At the 1
1 very
least,
you'll be in
the sequel. ·
Over the
last decade or . ~
so,MTVhas •
placed
·

HELPS
~P&COl~,

STROCH MARKS

CELWLITE
BLOTCHY SKIN
SCARS
SPIDER VIENS

Ask

4. Are you currently
having symptoms such as
discharge, bumps, sores,
irritation or pain in the genital area?
Yes No Not Sure
If you said "Yes" or "Not
Sure," you may need gonorrhea and chlamydia tests.

a doc
PATTY STUART, ARNP
UCF Health Services

Q. Which tests do I need

to have done at my GYN
exam, and do I need to have
them done every year?
A The pap smear, gonorrhea and chlamydia tests all
screen for sexually transmitted infections. Not all patients
need every test. The following
survey is designed to help you
identify which tests you might
need to have done at your
annual exam or as a check up
for STis.
Your responses to these
questions, your discussion
with
your
health-care
provider and any symptoms
or finding.> during the exam
will determine which tests
yourproviderwillrecoIIlJilend
to you. Remember, you can
always accept or reject any of
these recommendations.
Here are some questions
to guide your decision:

1. Was your first intercourse three or more years
ago?
Yes No NotSure
If you said ''Yes" or "Not
Sure," you may, neoo a pap
smear.

3. Have you previously had
an abnormal pap smear?
Yes No Not Sure
If you said ''Yes" or "Not
Sure," you' probably need a
pap smear.

B6

My next beer was my
biggest mistake. I decided
to try Hendo Porter.
"Gahl" I said.
5. Have you ever been
"What?" asked Arceri.
tested for gonorrhea and/or
':Just try it."
• chlamydia?
He eyed me su~picious
Yes No NotSure .
ly, but gave it a shot anyIf you said "No" or "Not
way.
Sure," you may need gonor"Holy crap! Wow!" he
rhea a,nd chlamydia tests.
said.
"Do you like it?" I
6. If you have been tested
inquired.
for gonorrhea and chlamy"God no! But it's in my
dia, have you had any new
cup, so I'm going to drink
partners since your last
it." Which he did, but not
tests?
without a pained look on
Yes No Not Sure
his face.
If you said ''Yes" or "Not
We darted over to the
Sure," you may need gonorMiller Brewing Co., and
rhea and chlamydia tests.
had a quick shot of Skyy
Blue.
7. Do any of your current
''.Ah, thank you. That
partners also have other
clears the Porter right
partners?
out," Arceri said.
• Yes No Not Sure
It was only 3:40 p.m.,
If you said ''Yes" or "Not
but I was nearly full. I had
Sure," you may need gonorsampled about 12 beers
rhea and chlamydia tests.
(though I thil:µ{ the porter
counted as foiir).
8. Have you experienced
· But where my desire
forced sexual actMty such .
for beer was flagging,
as an assault or date rape
Arceri's showed no sign of
since your last tests?
slowing down . .
Yes No - Not Sure
"Hey, there's more beer
If you said ''Yes" or "Not
up there," said Arceri,
Sure," you may need gonorhappily discovering severrhea and chlamydia tests.
al more tents.
So away we went to the
9. Do any of your current
second half of the festival.
or recent partners have genIt was 4 p.m., only an hour
ital symptoms?
into it, and I'd had about
Yes No Not Sure
enough.
If you said ''Yes" or "Not
"Dude! Pumpkinhead
Sure," you may need gonor- 1 Ale! It tastes like pumpkin
rhea and chlamydia tests.
10. Are you age 25 or
younger?
Yes No
If you said ''Yes," you may
need gonorrhea and chlamydia tests.

2. Have you had a pap

smear in the last two years?
Yes No Not Sure
If you said "No" or ''Not
Sure," you may need a pap
smear.

FROM

If you have any questions
regarding STis, please call
407-823-2701 for an appointment at the Student Health
Center, or see your private
physician.

E-mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

pie!" Arceri said with a were about out of booths.
The event became right and saw a girl getting
grin on his face. This, I had
"I think we're about more and more crowded Coors Light.
"Coors Light?" he said
to try. He was right. It did done," I said.
as time passed, and now
"No!" shouted Arceri, we found ourselves wait- as he mocked her beer
taste like pumpkin pie soaked in beer. So I donat- clearly in beer-induced ing far too long for only 2 choice. I don't blame him.
denial.
ed mine to a nearby fern.
ounces of beer at each You have more than 130
beers to choose from, and
Right at 5 p.m., disaster stop.
The festival was rapidstruck. And its name was
"There are tons of peo- you choose Coors Light?
ly becoming crowded.
"I didn't expect this Redhook. Having had my ple here," Arceri said. "It's Then again, who am I to
many people," Arceri said. fill of beer for the day, I a good thing we got here say anything?
I sampled at least 15
"They must make a avoided this one. Arceri, early so we could sample
beers, and I couldn't tell
however, did not.
all the beers."
killing."
Jack Daniel's Country
"Uh! Oh God! It's awful!
I agreed. We stopped at them apart.
I never did find a beer
Cocktails had a tent set Save me! I'm gonna have the Coors tent so Arceri
up, but with no drinks. to dump this out. I know could have one last draft of that I liked. Maybe my holy
They were bravely making it's a travesty, but it was Killian's. As they filled his stein of fermented hops
do with two high-heeled, that bad," Arceri said. _
cup, Arceri looked to his will show up next year.
bare-midriffed women givihg out temporary tattoos.
Arceri decided to get one.
As Arceri was getting
his "ink," a man in a shirt
covered in beer bottles
said, "I don't think they're
there for the tattoo. She
could be drawing blood
and they'd still be in line."
Arceri finished, now ·
with · ·~ack Daniel's"
branded across his neck.
"OK, let's get some
more ,beer," he said. A cry
of "Victory!" escaped his
lips as we stopped at the
Newcastle Brown Ale tent.
We next stopped at the
Guinness tent. Not for the
beer, but for a picture.
Arceri warited his picture
taken with the schoolgirloutfitted Guinness girls,
one of which, Jenny
Gmurek, 25, attends UCF.
It looked like she had a
long day of pictures ahead
of her.
MAnHEWWRIGHT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Nearing 5 p.m., we Early arrivals beat lines that grew long at the Orlando Beer Festival. Drinkers had to get their fill in 2-ounce samples.

Diverse crowd throws it down late into night
FROM

86

dancing the most. "My personal
favorite is the popping," he
remarks. "That's the most fun to
watch for me."
Walker is referring to the b-side
of break dancing. "Popping," or
"pop-locking," is about the control
and coordination of all the body
segments. There's actually some
miming involved in this non-verbal

M.D.
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FRE 'E DELIVERY

Do., You ·have Asthma?

HOURS: Mon-Thurs 11am -Midnight· Fri 11am - lam· Sat Noon - lam

407-207-0BEE

12219UniversltyBlvd. I
Orlando, Fl 32817

TUESDAYS

5PM -

If

You
an Eat
PASTA

Cheese & Tomato
NumeroUno
Prima Pepperoni
Veggie

Ziti Marinara
Fettuccine Alfredo
Spaghetti with
Giant Meatball

SALADS

y~u:

• Are 1 ~ or older
• Have a history of asthma for at least 3 months
are treated with medic~tio~
• Do not smoke

CLOSE

DEEP DISH PIZZA

·I

PHONE 4t>7 265-7775
FAX 40t/-~65-2266 '

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY!

Saturday Nights'
7:30pm .. 10:30pm

W. SR 434 • SUtTE 01

LONGWOOD.FL32150

w/sfodent ID ·

(89.9 WUCF Radio Personality)

~

ti

lS 0/o OFF

Dr. Ks Karaoke

hop."
The event went off without a
hitch, and it tUrned out that five
hours just wasn't enough for diehard hip-hop heads who continued
to pop-lock and dance long after
the competition was over at 2 a.m.
'We're here to show the positive
aspects of hip-hop culture to the
UCF community," says Caraballo.
Elements plans to host another
Throwdown in the spring.

OR\.ANDO CL(Nld FOR ASTHMA
& RESPIRA'T'O V/ DISEASES, PA

f

Ask about our Big TEN Eating Challenge!

popping competitions.
Junior Kemba Pirikston hung
out in the bleachers while enjoying
the show, but with some qualms.
She complained 'that the DJs did
not play music from any other
region but up north. "When they do
thlllg.3 like this, they leave out the
Southern contribution to hip-hop.
[What about] David Banner,
Outkast and Goodie Mob? I think
it's a biased representation of hip-

war zone.
Last year's champion, Kirlew
"Bliss" Cilbon, 20, a Valencia student, wowed onlookers with the
preciseness of his cMreography.
His ever-present and devious smile
also taunted his competitors. He
said he got his inspiration from the
legendary 1984 movie, "Breakin'."
"People always told me I look like
Turbo," he said. Cilbon has traveled as far as Detroit to perform in

.You may qualify f~r a 42-week clinical research study.
Study participants receive at no cost:
• Study related medical care and testing
• Study Medication
Qu.alifying participants w~ll be reimbursed for time and
travel.

House & Caesar

Contact:
Orlando Clinic for Asthma and Respiratory Diseases
407-265-7775 ext.7

ORLANDO

11633 University Blvd.
Next to Residence Inn
407-207-1740
No substitutions or sharing please. Dine rn only. Not
for takeout. Not valid with coupons, offers or during
Fundraisers. Only at UnlwrSlty Blvd. Uno's.

"Best Food Around."
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
11 am - 2 pm
SU SOUTH PATIO
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BAN Q U E ··T
Every 2.9 seconds worldwide, a child dies from
hunger and malnutrition
Wednesday, November 12, 2003
7:·00 -- 9:0_0 p·m, Pegasus Ballroom

-'·

Two canned goods required for entrance.
RSVP tb vucf@mail.ucf.edu.
For more information ~ontact
Volunteer UCF, Student Union 208
I
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Tuesday November 11
Veterans Dpy No Classes
Wednesday November 12
11 am - 1 pm First Annual SGA Sports Day expo,
Pegasus Batlroom

7 pm EKCEL "We need a resoloution." Conflict and Stress
Management Workshop, Cape Florida 316 AB
7 - 9 pm VUCF Hunger Banquet, Pegasus Ballroom
8 pm CAB Cinema presents "Van Wilder," Wackadoo's
Thursday November 13
12 pm VUCF Beach Clean-up.
Carpool leaves from Millican Hall at 12 pm
Saturday November 15
4 pm - 12 am Student Government Knightstock concert
with Sister Hazel, and opening acts The Julius Airwave,
Greg Emya, and Bain Mattox, Memory Mall.
FREE to all students

'

W·E1'CEL ·
!A~·ry ~·jght Can Excel)• readership>

EKCEL WORKSHOPS
i:

,,-

November 12 'We n~ed <:l resolution11 -A:oiiya
,.
Confl~ct . monagement/ Stress mal':}agement
I Can you manage the stress lrl your life? Con you r}?SOl'{e a
conffict effiGiently when one approaqhes . you~ Learn how to
come to a resolution effectively. Cape Florida AB
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NOvembet 19 '"1 lave roc~ana rol1"
· ©bstacle course and o®enture experience. last EKCtL
workshop this yepr. Cape Florido 316 AB

9:30 Qm - 2 pm VUCF Stenstrom E_lementary School Annual
Carnival. Carpool leaves from Millican Hall at 9 am
Sunday November 1Ii
.
1 pm -- 3 pm VUCF Bingo with Sunbelt Healthcare Residents.
Carpool from Millican Hall at l pm
Tuesday November 18
9 pm CAB Comedy and Variety presents Tuesday Knight
Live with comedian Will Marfori, Wackadoo's
Wednesday November 19
11 am - 2 pm VUCF Green Ribbon Day, SU South Patio
7 pm EKCEL "I Love Rock and Roll" Last Consultation/
Obstacle Course, Cape Florida 316 AB

...•
~-

7:30 pm UCF Football vs. Marshall on ESPN and ESPN2
Friday November 21
9:30 pm CAB Cinema Presents ''The Rocky Horror Picture
Show," MAP 260. All props will be provided.
For more information on any of these events contact the Office of Student
Involvement, Student Union room 208, 407.823.6471. or http://osi.sdes.ucf.edu.
Funded by theActivtty and Service Fee as allocated by SGA.

